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hapter 1 

Introduction 

new area 
spatiotemporal 

UV,a,..,L,Q,L data includes 

attention during past decade £lVlr'\lrlr£l~ 
in applications and stored in 

IJV"J.IJIVU». and possibly also size and orientation 
objects. 

a.>:>>)v .... J,a"~;u with at one point or , ... 1'.0 .. ",<> 
of temporal 

is both 
and temporal. It would denote, for example, where a particular 

or when an object had a certain 

applications to temporal functionality added. 
an approach is with problems, the existing were 

for spatial and ,",uou,uc"AUo those invariably leads to 
performance or some other compromises. to change an 
"I-"""":;U or temporal to a it sense for '::;UJUtJ.LL> to 
start building new that are handling spatiotemporal 

from the ground up is a daunting but there are nrll:X1£lT'Tl 

,",.n.~,,,u'V''''V'V that can the process. such technology is found 
relieves the application builder 

1 
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represented, what 
would spatiotemporal data 

program? 

is going to be dealt 
(Persistent Java) system 

[SVZ98]. How will 
for manipulating 

L",",un'Jug be positioned in the 

at developing a framework can make persistent 
applications. The approach 

l:,nvLU'""UVA,Uo this as a P Jama (Persistent 
a viable alternative to conventional 

• 

• 
• 

finding a suitable data model, 
extending this with 
contribution of this 

can 

a library facilitate the ....... r"' .... '''' 

persistent Java 
quality or reusability? 

to 

performance, and evaluat
towards finding answers to 

development of persistent 

application? 

are there any trade-

is a proven best way to lla.,LLUll\;; 

model out significantly 
""vA, ...... ''''' more clearly than 

approach for working with 
~v~.,... •• principles that make it to 

candidate to implement as a framework 

"' ........ o'-,u into 8 chapters. 
ua"a[)~e:s, and also ", .. ""mnT 

Information Systems (GIS) ""n,'.,"",::l£>Tl 

in chapter 2, and chapter 3 
technology with previous "'VT"\pr'PTl""''' 

4 contains an overview and 
spatiotemporal model that was 
how its operations are applied 

uUI,n~;~u':;""GWllVH of the model as Persistent Java 
use of object-oriented language 

a brief overview is 
application, vu,:u,""c:;~ 

outlines the approach that was 

2 

model was implemented 
on which applications can 

usability and its performance. 

data types 
Some examples are 

spatiotemporal 
[AJDS96J) classes is ,-UCI'vUO'''",U 

such as inheritance and 
how final product is applied when 

background on 
for creating and adding ...... u'-'"u 
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the spatiotemporal classes. It also shows 
-operations. of 1J0.Il-""~~ <;; are 

One u",~ .... ~, .. v_y of the model, involved 
their solutions. Other experiments measure 

the performance spatiotemporal queries different strategies, and inves-
tigate when it becomes to add ,u\.u,"",,, G UI components 

operations and creating 
chapter. 8 contains a summary of 

"He.no. as wen as some suggestions future 

3 
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Chapt 2 

B~ckground 

spatiotemporal databases draws on a topics that have been 
.... ..,";..,,'\,".-:U already, such as spatial and temporal databases. But 

field of study that are relatively new and unexplored, such as 
indexing techniques for data. Using indices 

databases that of data. 

This <""U,,;;\.I at the reader an 
spatial databases. a r"." .... T''''' .. " UU"A .... "'''J.'"''u. to spatial data 
perspective of GIS, an area data man

agement is be(:onrung increasingly important. nrcmosoo " ........ vu.'vuJ.J. .... ., for handling 
spatiotemporal are introduced as well as a HUll"""'l access methods 
for spatiotemporal Indexing techniques for <'''''H.1<'UXrn 

chapter 6. 

2.1 in Databases 

Newton saw it as a 
from ""''''';''''10''' .... v.J." ........... \;;U it to be a fourth uau", •.• "".., .. , 

[Gregg] Rucker --h"'''''' that the passage of time is an illusion. 
his philosophy, object or human is a space-time block, existing 
simultaneously and always. Time only seems humans' memories work 

[Ruc77]. 

of this section an introduction is some concepts 
a.::>~n::;""'lt" of time. From that follows u."' .... u""",, .. o of adding 

object-oriented systems and a of temporal access 

4 
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2.1.1 Structure Dimensionality of 

A chronon is the .:>UJ:a.Ut;;.:>v that can be in a model 
[S095], [Lan92]. It is a segment, than a point. Although there are also contin-
uous models, and is generally n"T· .... "''''',,-l discrete reI)relsen 
can implemented Time can past or 
is believed is bounded to [Haw88]. 

Ordinal Time 

or after some 
event A happened Derore 

A B 

a totally 
is a degree transitivity that -rJt"--'--

then we can that 

c 

some cases, a events can totally ordered, lUt;;a.!iJlHI". all the happened 
sequence. Allowing for equality, some events could considered as taking place at 

the same In other there could be a order where 
of [Fra98]. instance, 

Khayeli tsha, of 
whether John his roof on 

no consequence. 

could also have multiple n£>l'''''','''''1"l in the future or the could be 
possibilities events up to a certain event, or some event could have 

multiple possible outcomes [ST97]. Figure 2.2. model of time is different from 

2.2: Branching 

5 
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partially ordered model, that the same event can occur on various branches 
- as of scenarios [Fra98], [S095]" in partial order model occur 
once only. 

Cyclic 

Cyclic is a loop recurring is cyclic, like seasons 
year, transitivity breaks down. After summer comes autumn, ""rd-",.,. and 
but then summer (Fig. Transitivity could lead to a statement 
after summer' [Fra98]. 

Summer 

Spring 

<E 

Autumn 

Winter 

time 

Reasoning with intervals also change slightly when time is Two 
can complement other, starting the end the other, thus Tny"rt'\,n 

cycle. Consequently, could overlap twice. 

Valid Time and ansalc .... lon Time 

'Spring is 

intervals 
a 

reality has only one dimension, but are more one of time 
in temporal database applications. An important distinction is made between valid 

time transaction ( [Wor98], [ST97]). 

Valid when an event takes place while 
the event was recorded This 'temporal is 

seen in accounting, nothing is erased - only amendments can be added later to 
balance out errors [Lan92]. Thus paper on every event 
can traced. 

There are also [S095], [KIPS95] (defined 
con.trO,Lled by the UQ,'jQ,ua;:>,=, (particularly in field 

6 
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spatial databases and GIS -
as a screen or plotter). 

notes a potential 
vA'''U.l}'.l':; of and 

date, 
that 

date of issue may 

data is represented on output devices such 

dates are probably more ,rnnf'l1e" 

whoever develops the ",ue'TO'''' 

such as 
ticket validity 

For a travel 
the client the 

time field is 

approaches to the 'multiple 

a new table for 
.:;(;It(;;U;(j~b(;;a flight dates in 

flight dates, 

user application should 
dlttenent balances at the 

1'1"0",,,,1'"1" valid time, to 
scheduled dates are 
flight dates 1'01' ..... "'<:''''1'"1,. 

tables such 
time fields, and a 
time. 

UO';;'V"",J"",,,vO it with its own 
are stored using a flight label. 

valid times. 

potentially create too 
HUJLUU'GL of tables, and resulting 

problems either, 
added to the database 

2.1.2 in Relational Databases 

variation of 
important to have application 

of storing vast 

not ""r.n,.'''T 

objects over become 
for time-varying information, especially 

data has been technologies 

[SJ91] gives an overview of '1"1"0:: ..... 0"1" approaches to aspects to the 
They note 

that these temporal 
are four basic ~vv.", •• ","V ... , .. ,,"J"O that characterise 
define. They are: 

7 
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is represented 

time-stamps are associated or 

values are atomic or allowed to be set 

time is associated with 

to the various developed a set of criteria that could be 
i:tD[)rmiCIHi::lo (table 2.1). Out of 26 criteria they have shown 7 are conflicting criteria 

> All attributes in a tuple are defined for the same 
Consistent extension of the snapshot algebra 
Data periodicity is supported 
Each collection of legal attribute values is a legal 

> set of legal tuples is a legal relation 

> 
> 
> 

> 
> 

Formal !;lemantics are well-defined 
the expressive power of a temporal 

Includes aggregates 
semantics defined 

2.1: Quality criteria for temporal algebras [SJ91] 

table 2.1) that could not all be satisfied by any 
could all be simultaneously satisfied, 

is achieved is also an indication of the quality of the algebra. 

8 
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2.1.3 Object-Oriented Databases 

paradigm is seen as a suitable approach for "''''',,"UAF, 1"'3Tn'nn,." 

to data - 00 models have facilities are helpful 
seman

knowledge 
structure of applications [Wac98]. 

add to a database "'''.'Tg;)1Tl done: 
data structures, adding new operators, to express temporal con-

done at object level, either 
(by a temporal at-

to an 
objects stored 

when adding be to 
or as an additional layer on top of system an 

application runs on OODBMS). In latter case, the query language also needs 
to extended to call temporal operations. In terms of query optimisation it is not 
ideal to be defined by the user. is because access 
not information [8095]. 

[SN97] a comparison is between two approaches to temporal modeling 
VJ.A",U",-U environments. The presents a temporal object (TOM) with 
H,"LLF,""''''F,'-' for second is an of an existing 
OODBMS with temporal constructs and operations. It was found that while the latter 
case, query language was unclear complex (temporal queries different from 
normal queries), it is not always viable to build in support temporal constructs 

An between was 
should 

1.4 Methods for Temporal 

A structure used in one dimension which 
is why it lends so well to indexing of temporal data. There are numerous access 
methods temporal data, and many are based on [GLOT96], [TML99]. 

been made by [8T97] different temporal indexing methods. 
un."'-',"" in comparison are transaction time access methods, however 

structures for time, as well as bi-temporal methods (involving 
valid are such as index 

9 
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migration to tertiary 

Pelrfolrm,all(~e can also be improved if logically related data can clustered to-
,","'''U'''.L on disk. Achieving efficient is more problematic databases 
since are done at the and updates can anywhere in the 
valid-time domain. This dynamic means that although an efficient clustering 

for some dataset, a of updates could it significantly less 
time databases on hand, only need to 

to the database, UJ.u,,nUJ'E> 

as an are numerous 
multidimensional structures as the X-tree 

two dimensional as rectangular 
01r:,U1JLLv(~U~ degree of overlap where transaction time "AI""",UO 

bitemporal objects have not been 'deleted'. 

Figure 

is resolved by an 
one which only 
valid (this 

time 1n1-,o .. "", 

Transaction 

bitemporal data as 

was proposed in 
data, and one 
store lines 

eX1GeIllGS across 

2.4), there is a 
present, i.e. when 

work when as a temporal starting time and 
of some event recorded and stored on the same or on two 

++"' .. '0..,+ nodes. A different "1- .. .,1-lJl ....... ' is proposed by which an interval is 
mapped to a two-dimensional where the coordinates would be starting time 
duration respectively. are thus made as spatial selection operations. 

an example in Fig. a at time 1 and at time 4, while c started 

10 
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Transaction Transaction 

",","''''U.'';; uses two R-trees, one holding intervals (right) 
and one '"'U'.ll;Q,UllllF, starting positIons of that up to 'now' (left). 

5 

4 

Time Frontier 

3 

All events that 
2 

':\ 

1 

1 2 3 
Start 

to 

2 ended 3. 

from diagonal frontier 
left of will contain all 

as "events which ended 
which can coloured in as ... ...,,, ..... # ... ., 

dimensional space. 

or "UO'"TU'" 

a,c,b; b,c,a; or a,b,c respectively). ordering can depend on which 
Uov.1Ul, for a vertical would be faster 

queries. 

11 
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2.2 Spatial 

tial databases are 
Systems and 
relationships I'"\P1F.uUlpn 

2.2.1 

There are two main 
and they are 

1. the 

2. how individual 

offer a fixed set of data types that can 
types are inadequate for handling spatial data, 

dej~OrnD!OS€:d into coordinates, and would span over 
such as finding adj acent regions are 

T'P!'l:Pl'll'rnpT'Q to taking an abstract view 
spatial query languages followed. 

nn£,,'1''' spatial data 
joins and for UP'~VA'""L AL ...... 'V~u"M 

ua.'U<kV"<M:>'" technology used in 
briefly looks at defining "'v"'''''''''' 

"".IVVVU, and spatial access methods. 

Types 

that need to be considered when U~'Jv.~,. .. ,,1'. 

the in which the spatial objects are """"UA'v'U., 

objects are represented in that space. 

[G94] , 

IIVIw'Vl\)J<,HOO are the use of realms as described 
[Wor98] . 

• 

Spatial objects in 2D: point, 

12 
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The point, line and 
objects in 2D. They can 
space in which they 
level, rather than 

The distinction made 

2.7 are aV"TYi,,,,,1 

but if there is a well U';;;1 .. 1<:;U UJ":,.,,,1.O;:;\.<O;:; 

mapping to discrete is resolved at 
01-1."'''U'''' database is implemented. 

between objects and features are 
tion 2.4.2 where features are as compositions of objects, which rt:ln,rt:lQt:lnt, ent~ltH~S 

as they are in the 

2.2.2 

Different ""'0"'''';;'' 

• Direction 

• Metric 

Spatial data ... v' ........ .., 

relationships ~ .. ,,,, •. ,,..,. 

Spatial Objects 

are distinguished 

: e.g. contains, 

e.g.north_oJ, behind, above 

e.g.distance >= 100,5 larger 

to offer a number of operations the spatial 

a complete set of 13 possible between intervals 
[A1l83J. 

relationships in two-dimensional 
[CFv093] 

valid. They 

The dimension 
possibilities, 52 

relationships touch, in, 
n,'I.l;'J(J'I,'/U, are mutually ';;;,A'vlU,::U with 3 operators that 

the 52 valid spatial 

2.2.3 

The 

regions and 
described. 

Access Methods 

........... ,>" could either be dedicated structures 
could be more general one-dimensional 

the selection of 
01-1'''''''''''' value) from among a 

are built for handling spatial 
such as B+ -trees for which 

to the one-dimensional UVU,,).u •• [G94] 
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index are approximated, are used 
and the object. simple are more 

use inside and calculating relations (rather 
actual geometry of 

indices use of continuous approximation, which is based on the coordinates 
object bounding or bounding [KS97]), and use grid 

approximations where entire space is divided up into which 
objects parts thereof). is illustrated 2.8. 

Continuous Approximatio 

Grid 

Figure Approximations Spatial Objects 

vast 
subset is refined to deliver an accurate 

Most spatial indices keep in buckets which usually l",n'l'l>Clnf'l,n sec-
ondary memory. index can clustering, physical are on 
consecutive pages on index which only holds to the indexed 

In the following sections, two methods for LU>.JLvA,ULF. point data are outlined and 
File) one method indexing regions as of spatial access 

The 

structure is a binary tree in which node k dimensions 
(used to index space, 

The is up in turn. 
root node would split 0, the next split 1, etc. 
dimension been split, next level starts dimension 0 and cycles 

Figure illustrates how a divides up two-dimensional 
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H· '1 

kd-tree over two-dimensional space 

called the [RobBJ.] allows for each cell in partition to 
correspond to a bucket, also uses pagination the binary tree (index) itself. 

Grid File 

space by a Grid File is split up into a number 
The of are is one for 

dimension. split lines extend across space, which is characteristic of 
partitioning used by this access method. 

A k-dimensional array called the directory contains logical pointers that point to buckets. 
One or more these to same bucket, on how many 

the a 2.10). 

scales 

Figure 2.10: A 
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To look a bucket that contains a particular point, the to find 
on disk contains directory entry for cell (the 
is kept in a set of on secondary storage). Since are relatively 
structures they can be kept In a page access the bucket '-',.", ........ , .. .,,«r, 

the is procedure. 

R-Tree 

For some set of rectangles to indexed by R-Tree (typically the bounding 
U~~'c~'"~ of more complex spatial objects), each is of 

key in a level contains a all 
(see Fig. 1). 

2.11: Structure 

This ,,1'1' •• .-.1'. overlapping bucket regions, that is also source some 
more regions the more paths would have to be traversed down 

nt>l"tn1"rYl some selection query. A of have to 
came up 

for t>v,n",nl uses clipping to ~"".".",.,vu 
~,., .. ~ .. u may to be split a number 

problem [SRF87J. 

This means though 
oltter4:mt complexity 

The uses a 'forced function which removes from the 
tree and re-inserts in such a way that overlap is minimised. R*-Tree seems to 
have the performance in documented experiments [BKSS90]. 

16 
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2 Spatiotemporal Models 

sec:tlCm presents some 
and temporal concepts 

chapter 4. 

2.3.1 STDM for Object 

focus of STDM [Wac98] is creating GIS on 

OUl\,OlU'U between Event classes, 
it occurred, and the latter describing what has 

which form a "0,'1"1'"\'''_ partitioning 

and space are fused together space-time paths which are Event 
and object instances cmmeCt€iQ to form a rer>rel,en 

mechanism is 

x 
oldObject Y 
modification M 

In words when a space-time 
to a new class definition which 

to incremental modification to objects as fol-

to be updated, 
the existing space-time 

lU\.I\.UJLL""."L\.IU is added 

spatiotemporal representation ,.,"',..,."',..,,., on the observer's view. 
past, or future, 

,..,.nC!,1"'.nn on the 
perception of "P_T.1TT.P path will determine 

"";CUi,,,,,"" as move along 

I'.':;;Au;a,,'" spatiotemporal taxonomy, to provide 
GIS system that serves as a 'proof of 

to ideas presented way in which is applied is quite 
but it restricts this model to plement€!d. only on systems. 

.. 
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A 
formation 

Spatio-bitemporal Model for Geographic 

[Wor98] a renreSfm 
and bi-temporal """',lU"'U~O 

called 

Spatial and teIIIPora 
unified model is presented 

Bitemporal Model 

Measuring events 
combinations of 

the two 1",t>ynn,f"ll'!:1 

is given an object model 
forming a set of ,'nT'I'D'''Tll 

are first described separately 

dimensions, a bitemporal element is a 
"_T"1TI,,, forming on a two dimensional 

axes. (Fig. 

vt3 

vt2 

vtl 

ttl tt2 tt3 

When changes are recorded 

Figure Bi-temporal element: valid time + time 

Spatial J.YL'J'-&'"'' 

spatial 
up of simplexes 

Definitions: 

O-simplex is a 
endpoints (including 

are assumed y" •• u,-,w .. Plane (2-dimensional) 
simplical ,-,,-,>.up""''''''';;;''' 

is a set of all 
a 2-simplex is 

18 
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• \ 
O-simplex 2 

2.13: Spatial objects uv.!!H:;;U by topological algebra 

and inside the triangle formed 
convex hull any subset of nodes of a 

UUJJ-'.A.HUJ,C;o,! points (Fig. 2.13). 

is a finite set a face of C is also in C, 
or a of 

)Zi I X 
valid simplical complex invalid simplical complex 

2.14: Examples of a valid an invalid simplical complex 

com-
the same spatial 

distinct IJ,"""" ""~H"'''> 

on spatial objects 
operations that can on simplical complexes are "."'.;;)"";" 

union, intersection, set membership, equality and 
tolOologLcal: boundary, connectedness, inside/outside; and Euclidean: 

bearing, area, perimeter. 

model 

gJV,,'OJV, ..... projections onto 

of ST-simplexes with constraints on them. 
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ST-objects 
Just as 

projection ST-simplex) must 
"''''<''V''vA, and thirdly, their 

together 
as much temporal .,.o1"o.,.",n 

objects, a representation can be U,,',UU;iU for ST -complexes so that any 
identifying the same object (valid- & transaction time + 

U>CH,JH,," to an equivalence relation. 

operations 
spatial and bitemporal 1"\T\,,,,r,,,'/".r'T\ have been defined, operations 

can be U.\J"H,,-,U. on ST-complexes which 

model introduced here relies heavily on theory of simplical 
rep,res,en1Gat]lOn of ST -operations. U<",LU\.",; the detailed calculation 

test model, and translate some 
cw~.vU~UJ,l1 that perform efficiently. 

"MADS" Spatiotemporal Conceptual Model 

of [PSZ99] aimed to provide a good conceptual model that could be as 
to build spatio-temporal They likened it to the same 

u""~u'-'u to applications, 
"'U",~JVJJClJ,UV models and CASE are no 'CASE tools' 

underlying conceptual iUVU'<Jl 

to build it on. 

Abstract Types for Space 

the conceptual model clean and simple, i.e. not overloading the "' ...... vH""" 

un,ne(;es;sar'y detail, abstract data types have been defined to encapsulate 
temporal properties. The 

ADT's (e.g. point 
generic abstract 
are useful when is 

are extended by 

are organised in inheritance 
0'<>711>1",1' types (e.g. simple 
abstract types types like 

knowledge about the 
defined for 

and DBTIME are two system """'>ITT' describe the extent 

20 
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spatial domain 
formation, 
contain 
respectively. 

temporal domain respectively. 
are two called SPACEZONES 

all spatial elements and all temporal elements 

a spatial and temporal component to 
Another attribute, status, 

values "not-yet-active, 

Donelnts in the Model 

objects, as well as corlSlil~alIlliS. 

,",,'-'AAU"-,,", are given below. The 

time-varying in
which 

'U,,~a. •. L\>", etc) 

object or relationship 
DBTIME to 

as a " .. higher-Ievel an " and is used for 
item (object, "'LU,UVA.LOULl' or attribute) could thus have 

an is defined by such a structure, turn contain a number of 
objects/ attributes. 

Attribute 

objects can recursively 
of a struct ure is defined to 

into other complex objects 
all the information of an 

where 

a If it is a 
at any instant in 

structure is defined, if it is a ouu,,-,,,,-

same as space zone except for 
uv ...... <:u .... is defined domain of the 
structure is atomic (int, string) or complex 

Object 

can either be spatial, ternpc)ra or neither. It is the item 
and information. 

geometry, domain, pop), 
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is a spatial for which its uv.ucw,u is specified as one of the spatial 

is a time-varying belonging to the domain of the function 
STATUS, 

attributes is the of the (set of) 
and 

""(],"."" .. about 
,.,.0.,."",,.,.,0", of 0 (could 

population object type. 
the population is time-varying. 

kind, 

and inherited 

has an object-id 

DBTIME 

temporal 

is the type of a tuple (type, membership). 
type field indicates what type of relationship it is, e.g. it may be a spatiotemporal 

relationship such as Alwayslnside or Sometimes Cross. The constraint field is an optional 
over the or the histories the objects linked by the relationship, 

membership is a flag indicating tuples of objects the con-
also defines of this 

defines the (e.g. set, 
or list), and 

Constraints 

• An attribute can only be valid during the lifetime of the object it belongs to. 

• A complex attribute's lifespan is the union of its components' lifespans. 

• A relationship is \"V',ll;Q,un:;u in mters'ectlOn of related lifespans. 

existing implementation of the framework, MADS, does not implement any 
constraints as it can limiting in power. 
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2.4 Time in Information Systems 

Geographic Information ... .,"'TO.,..,"'" (GIS) have been many years. can basi-
described as databases ",,,,,ran''''' for the storage and analysis of 

data. 

are a llUlllU.t;L 

cartographic data are prE!SeIlteld. 

2.4.1 Cartographic Time Model 

there are many TT£l .. OTlT views and 
.. "a.hU"" than turn to IJH.UV"V or try to 1"0"",1""'''''''1'11' things 

t:1:Il:iit:IlI~li:j,l characteristics of are distilled, 
spatiotemporality. to 

Cartographic time is a fourth cartographic dimension. Dimensions are in her-
spatial constructs, but working with is easier than 

time is one-dimensionaL in Newton's 
and spatial UUU':;l"""""" 

how 

Temporal boundaries are formed when two states differ, takes 
Temporal objects are many ways parallel with spatial objects, as shown below: 

Sampling 
Meaningful 

Separators between 
Size measured by 

Position described 

Cartographic maps 
objects. Each object 

length, area 
coordinate 
adjacent 
infinite 

. States are 

events 
hours/days/decades ... etc 

previous/next 
,2 

of terrlPora 
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it is an which causes the to state. 

------.~------------------- ect 1 

-..... - ... _ ... _ ... _ ... _ .... _ ... - ... _ ... _ ... _ .... _ ... _,. .. _,,. .................. . ect 2 

--------................................. - - - - - - ect 3 

cartographic maps (from [Lan92]). 

Other issues 
multi-faceted 

to 

Three 

Scale 

Rates 

of rt()e:]~al)hjlc Time 

levels are recorded as world time, U<N'" ... ..,,,,,,,,,,, 

time and database time are more cornmOn! 
.... ~O("''''VUJu time. [8095], [KIP895], 

u";,uu",, entities is established when they are 
is some granularity of 

kind of change 
elements of an entity make up 

eplemleIlce of Spatiotemporality 

"'U''''Uf';''' are different for different entities. 
and stored in the 

24 

or reincarnated, or 
the question 

It is therefore 
[CPOO]. 
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Temporal 

A 

or 'scale' can cause UU<:)i<;::aUJlUf', 

UU.A;LULJL5 it seem as though two objects co-existed 
ha-tu",an their lifetimes. :-""-U"Y·" 

LV"'J'" T ..... ,,'" V v .. '" V V" , and that the two be 
city /day, region/week). There is 
phenomena at different scales - as 

ai-""o':ln objects and features. Features are semantic 
a,<:)ll111j:;"Vll state is made up of a main on a 

can include roads, camp sites, etc. but all uv>'.vu, .. ...,. constituting 
this text is considered to be a of which 

"'U')u'll'i'G over time. It is 

of Objects versus Features 

over time can be structure can 
based structure is thus to the higher 
feature at time Ti can be seen as a time-slice of all 

at that includes all 

25 

level only 
are likely to 

representa
phEmo:mellon that 
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2.4.3 Conceptions of Time 

Some common viewpoints on how to treat cartographic time are discussed in this section. 

Space-time Cube 

Some researchers describe a 3D spatiotemporal model where two dimensions are spatial 
and one temporal [MWH]. Operations on such a cube would be complex (referencing a 
point, tracing a vector, crosse-section, trimming) and it would become increasingly more 
difficult as the volume of data grows. It is still too taxing on existing hardware, and there 
are still too many questions and problems that need to be resolved with this approach, 
making it impractical for GIS over the next few years. 

Sequent Snapshots 

Snapshots can describe what exists at time Tl, and at time T2, but in order to find 
out how they differ, the two snapshots must be compared exhaustively. This approach 
capture states, but not events. The underlying meaning of objects are hidden, therefore 
it is also not possible to enforce any type of rules for integrity. Much redundant storage 
is used, because much remains unchanged from one time to the next. 

Base State with Amendments 

Descriptions of changes are stored, not whole snapshots, thus greatly reducing storage 
requirements. This springs from a vector-based philosophy, where events are stored as 
they occur, not at regular sampling intervals. Errors can be trapped as improbable 
events can be identified, and a temporal structure is present, unlike the snapshot model 
(previous and next forms of a version can be easily found). However it is then costly to 
obtain a complete picture at any point in time other than the base state (typically either 
'now' or 'the earliest recorded state'). 

Space-time Composite 

With this approach 3D space and time are collapsed onto a 2D plane where objects 
are decomposed from their surrounding environments when they have changed. Each 
component of the composite has its own history of changes associated with it. To compose 
a single time slice from the composite, the history list of each component is traversed until 
events are found which fall within the required time slice. One side-effect of this approach 

26 
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is that ae(:OIIIDOiSI "".flY'",,1'<> problems if the composite is uecorn 

too many small if an object is updated and 
identifier must ",'u.',-,"""", by one or both the new A""",UV',Uv,'''' 

database, wherever it 

2.4.4 New GIS 

and other large organisations 
Naturally, the technologies used 

over time. However l since a GIS 
become very large, expensive, complex SVE;telllS. 

U'O"",,'U is stored have undergone numerous 
ernCl€llCY increased almost exponentially, 

A new trend in 
n"'r~" .. t-"'rl easily one pla,tto,rm 

systems to connect to the new, more 
systems. 

As the are up into modules, the data 
to be more independent. And as the data is 

to use and analyse the geographical data. 
~u",tt:>nl'" of the 20th century will soon 

applications that operate on 
of any particular application or platform. 

There are many new U1<lI;'lH"~l technologies such as XML, 
ics), VML Markup Language) that is ideal for using in u.".uu" ..... 

terns. [HubOO], 

which is relatively uncomplicated, would not have used by 
for its simplicity. With of mobile devices 

"\Ci .... u.:w. UJ[lOIle:s. PDAs) the for 
to be geographically enabled, 

geographic 
independent. 

But 

can then be focused on analysis 
uv'",,,,,vU,-U'!(kAUl5 at a high leveL Where 

nt"<I'T'!>tt:.'; in the minds of U\Ci."l''',VH-l'' 

a large complex system or a small 

27 

aim 
uU;'''''V'U from various 

perform 

are nu-
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merous potential 
devices, storage space 
volumes of data may 

to write ",,,,,,.pn,,, 

would also be ideal if 
a.LLj5~LLO from large to 

recording and spatiotemporal data. 
soon become a problem, for large systems, 

slow and inefficient. What is u'V'~u ... 'u is a simple 
can answer questions happened 

a technology could a wide 

28 
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Chapt 3 

Persistent Object Systems 

This thesis aims at facilitating the construction 
sistence technology. This chapter 
an outline of previous 
building complex spatiotemporal 

3.1 Persistent Systems 

When working with data sets, a.LJIJU~,'" 

ensuring that whatever application 
extended periods of time. In 
database, that functionality has to 

In most cases this 

of complex appli
nr .. ,,,,,,,,,, of storing data 

would have been spent on 
off however, 

application 

is only 
it is difficult to 

building up a 
IJUI~<NIJ.'VU software ... " 

l1HVU.J.ia..IJIVl1 is 
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place in 
with real a particular way, 

""OJ""''- to store that the 
between the application and the database 

Mapping 1 

Program""""""'" DB 

3.1: 

Mapping 3 
Program design 

... """'r" ...... with 3 

a 
the ability to automatically 

past the execution time 
to worry explicitly storing 
only to uU"'"''E;''' 

application (Fig. 3.2). 

1 
Program design 

,·,aj,lj,I..I."Y 2 
Modelling 

3.2: A !--'" ... ..,l..,t."nt. System with 2 Mappings 

"L"""U\~" can applied to kind of including source programs. 
Since some parts a program can be made persistent, it is possible one can 
code contains both text and to values. a program is called 
a hyper-program since it is no longer [ZKMOO]. benefits hyper 

a,U,UUJlU5 are that compiled ver,SlO11S 

.2 Design Criteria for Persistent 

n<l""T£>lrn for 

which to evaluate 
the following design 

30 

not be known or 

It was 
design of a persistent 

in [AM95]: 
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• Persistence Independence: same form regardless of 
same whether it its data is retained past t:lV,,,,,,",tir,n 

long-term or short-term data. 

• Data Type Orthogonality: can have the full range of longevity, 
any data types are not allowed to and there should no 

long-lived. 

• Persistence by Reachability : Objects that are reach
and are not explicitly declared as 

"'''~t::H~ objects are identified and provided in 
able from persistent 
sistent. Thus the manner in 
the system is unrelated to 

These rules are at 
applies all three rules) is 
programmer 

an Orthogonally Persistent language {i.e. one that 
use and powerful enough to free the application 

storage. 

3.3 Orthogonally Java 

PJama [AJDS96] is an 
designed according to 
from the original 
to enable objects to 
roots implicitly defined as 
of persistent roots, it is 
on any other virtual 

The 
file, namely 
before, it 
persistent store. 
store. 

The OPJ 

------r--- mentioned above. No \.,,11(l,U5'"'' 

the Virtual Machine 
in this thesis (P J ama 

of classes. Using this more 
to port the code written for a persistent application to run 

a non-persistent environment. 

111aAI::" a distinction between two LUVU. .... ,," 

or resumed execution. If the class file had never 
execution after which its current 

it is subsequently run, the class will 

necessary to run more than one Virtual 
1'"\",,,,,,,,,"1:.>7,"1: store in to 

", .. ".1'n.-", the OP J specification 
OPJ 

Q"u.uu" or mUltiple 
users with 

Vir-

structural """"'Un'v" 

store is not being aC(;eSI3ea 
\."lQ,,,,,(;,, that are already persistent 

31 
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with ,",<>'""'1<,,1-<> .. ,1- application, which structures of 

3 Previously Recorded Experiences with Persistent 
Java 

kinds of emrlfcmnlents in 
in this section. 

persistence been used and tested are illustrated 

3.4.1 Persistent Java Project at University of Glasgow 

conducted at the of was aimed at 
"<1'.'»"""1'. the feasibility of Java for developing GIS, and to measure how it is 

Java with legacy systems [MIA96]. 

an initial an application was that could display 
of the Ordinance Survey Great Britain (OS(GB)). A working was developed 
within two and it was found an easy the developers no 
prior knowledge OS(GB) a persistent store which 

great since did not to read a 
format and converted to Java objects it was kept in store as objects. 

Converting a persistent store was also accomplished and efficiently [MIA96]. 

Java legacy was found to more difficult though, 
Java could not be as an embedded language. What the authors did was to 
write native methods that called existing from within a program. It was not 

optimal solution had intended, but succeeded in of this 
which were to link Java code with the legacy code, to create "mirror "'.w,,,,"',, 

that emulate of the code. 

project were that 
ppjllCa~LlOins, and that 

0'0 ,,,on'.,-- creates a .--""'''''''"T1 

3.4.2 N-dimensional Indexing in Persistent Java 

In a different project conducted at University Cape 
Java implementation was created GiST (Generalised Search 

a 
structure, a 
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generic indexing structure developed at the University of California, Berkeley [HNP95j. 
The project started with the porting of basic GiST classes from C++ to P Jama. After
wards a B+-tree and an n-dimensional R*-tree were implemented using these classes, and 
the R*-tree was used to index geographic data on informal housing settlements in "the 
Cape Town region. A G UI was also developed for viewing the data and the index struc
ture. The resulting library was a generic indexing tool that could be used for various types 
of indexing in complex applications, such as GIS. The development of indexing methods 
using the P Jama GiST library is aimed at reducing the time required for building GIS 
applications, which rely heavily on efficient spatial indexing mechanisms. 

All the code was developed using the SUN JDK version 1.1.6 and it was converted to 
Persistent Java only during a final stage. This conversion was achieved through the 
addition of only a few lines of code and was found to be remarkably easy. The rest of the 
code that ran on JDK 1.1.6 did not need to be changed or amended at all. 

3.4.3 Comparison between Persistent Java and a Relational 
Database (VIBES Project) 

A subsequent project at the University of Cape Town investigated the relative benefits 
of using the P Jama GiST library for building a spatiotemporal application, and com
pared it with the use of a relational system [SVZ9Sj. Two systems were simultaneously 
implemented for querying oceanographic research data of the South African Sea Fish
eries Research Institute (SFRI), one using a relational database, and the other using the 
PJama GiST library. 

It was found that Persistent Java was much slower with bulk data loading routines, 
however query times were significantly faster. Of greater concern than performance, 
however, was the large amount of time required to develop each system (relational & 
P Jama). In their conclusion the authors wrote that the relational approach was preferable 
because it uses a well-structured query language (SQL) and the design of a database in the 
relational format is much easier than object-oriented design. The developer that creates 
a system using persistent Java not only needs to have command of the Java language, 
but must also implement all structures in which data will be stored, and all routines used 
for querying the data. As a result of this experiment the need for a package to facilitate 
persistent GIS construction in P J ama was clear. 

3.5 Conclusion 

Persistence is directed towards a simpler, less complicated development environment, and 
combined with a robust and high-productivity language such as Java it holds great poten-

33 
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tial fast of complex applications. persistent Java 
however lack any form of data structure as can found, example, in the relational 
data modeL Although a much richer are there 
are no principles application on how 

data. This about need for libraries containing tools and structures that 
can frameworks on which persistent applications are built. 
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Chapter 4 

Spatiotemporal Model 

In chapter 2 some background was spatiotemporal and on 
temporal The spatiotemporal (ST) models 

were are quite in their type structures, for example model 
[Wor98] (section contains only a spatiotemporal type, the complex. 

The were different purposes [Wac98] 2.3.1 was 
specifically object-oriented GIS. 

model chosen this project is 
clean foundation with enough oV'1', .... o"',,,. 

.uvu.,,' was intention 
spatiotemporal capability a DMBS. can 
language querying spatiotemporal data. 

because it is on a con-
not too much 

foundation 
a simple 

and discretely moving objects 
Isc.retelv moving example, at instants 

a certain amount elapsing between changes. It is argued that it is easier 
V'''''''''l.LIJ systems that discretely objects spatial and temporal 

stored in columns in tables. 

The ';'''''''1'"nti the model is structured as in the next 

and 
The 

their aDI)ro.a.cn 
to developing spatiotemporal is discussed, section 4.2 basic structure 

design goals are Sections and 4.4 define type system operations 
and finally some illustrative examples of how model is are given in 
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4.1 Abstract vs. Discrete Modeling 

Before the model in [GBE+OO] was developed, some of the authors had proposed an 
approach to creating a model for moving objects in [EGV97]. The question addressed 
is whether a suitable approach for handling spatiotemporal data is to add spatial data 
types to a temporal database, or vice versa. They make the observation that a temporal 
database is mainly used for storing facts, and that by adding system-maintained spatial 
attributes, one would have a system for storing facts of which their truth may vary over 
space as well as over time. 

Adding spatial types as user-defined types would result in a system that is more or less 
the cross product of temporal and spatial databases. It is a reasonable model and suitable 
for describing stepwise constant values (discretely moving objects), but it is too limited 
to describe continuously moving entities. 

CD ,----------. ® . 
------0 Carrler Sets Data Types 

+ + 
Operations - - - - - - 0 Functions 

Figure 4.1: Two steps for designing a model 

When designing a data model with spatiotemporal types, two steps must be followed: 

1. An appropriate group of types and operations must be chosen, which seem to be 
suitable for querying. This makes up the signature of the model. 

2. Carrier sets must be defined for the data types and functions for the operators 
(see Figure 4.1). A carrier set for type D contains all the possible values for D. 
Functions are the mappings between carrier sets. This forms the algebra associated 
with the model. 

There are two different levels of abstraction for making the above decisions: the model 
can either be designed as continuous or as discrete. 

It is common sense that only discrete models can be implemented because we can only 
represent a finite number of numbers in computers. It is thus the appropriate level of 
abstraction to concentrate on. 

However continuous models are relatively simple to define, and they can easily be con
ceptualized. Also, designing at the discrete level may lead the designer to prematurely 
discard certain design options. For example it may be decided that moving reals are too 
problematic to represent in a discrete model, but there is still the need to represent the 
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t 

y y 

Model Discrete Model 

4.2: create an and use it as a when 
''''1''1''0'<0 model. 

between points or leads to inclu-
sion of a number of simpler operations (mindistance, maxdistance, minsize, 
maxsize, etc .. ) which is bad for the .... "OL"U of the query language. 

reason authors in design methodology an 
abstract, continuous model be 
be derived from it, as shown in 

.;aVI",,"U as an initial step, and that a discrete LHVUGi 

4.2. Once the carrier and for the 
data and algorithms 

The of this presents abstract, continuous model as U"'J.un;'u m [GBE+OO]. 

2 Requirements, Structure, Design Goals 

recording and 
querying in regions. structure 
that was chOisen is based on traditional 
l.n<J'· ... u'l ... r with some basic 0IJ':'VU:.L types (point, line, 

string, boolean) 
type 

important goal was to have orthogonality in type This meant 
that the same type constructor could be applied uniformly to any of 
included signature. The other design criteria were closure, and 
consistency among 

on any type model, will 
return model. important operation 
example is to measure It will be 
number, therefore the model has to vVL1VQJLU a a real UU.JLUU'GL 

if of the two points are moving, distance between them will start to as 
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well, hence a 
moves for an 
line was also included. UU.lHlI:U 

type in the modeL 

Numbers' also needs to be included. 
trajectory forms a line. Therefore a 

the movement of a line forms a 

Genericity 
types as 
spatial 

an operation (e.g. overlap) should be executable on as many 
overlap should not only be an to 
to all spatial types (e.g. overlap between a a 

point) as well as to types (e.g. overlap between two ranges of 

4.3 The 

urh,ono,,,o,. an operation does something on one 
OVJ, .. ",,,,,, .. ;:' ou,."u"'- on a different type. For example, 

whether an any 
the is a 

System 

4.1. The signatures on 
construction of other types. 

can be constructed any of the BASE or TIM E types, therefore all 
would be range(int), range(real), range(string), range (bool) , range(instant}. 

of 

Signature 
-t 
-t 
-t 

BASEuSPATIAL -t 
BASEuTIME -t 

Type signatures 

Although the 
added by Giiting al 

it is often necessary to add \,UIUllJ'1;;ll'uO 

also have the undefined 
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The range type represents sets of intervals of the BASE and TIME types. It is appli
cable to one-dimensional types on which a total order exists (int, real, etc.) The need 
for range types arises from the requirement that projections be available onto the domain 
and range of moving types. The total lifetime of a moving object, for example, would be 
expressed as a range of instant. 

By definition, a range is comprised of a finite set of non-adjacent l , disjoint intervals, 
where intervals can be open or closed at either end. 

Since ranges over the time domain is of particular interest in this model, it is given a 
special name: periods (synonymous with range(instant)). 

Sets of spatial types do not need to be grouped by the range type because a single spatial 
object can consist of multiple disjoint elements. For example a line and a region can 
have more than one separate part, which means that a region and a set of regions are 
represented by the same type. Also, a set of point objects can be expressed as a points 
type. The spatial types are illustrated in Fig. 4.3. 

IIIIJ 
IIIIJ 

~ 0 IIIIJ 

IIIIJ 

Point Points Line Region 

Figure 4.3: Spatial types 

The point type can either have a value which represents a point in the Euclidean plane, 
or it can be undefined. 

A points value is a finite set of points. The reason why there are both a point and a points 
type, is that the model requires representation for single values as well as for sets/ranges 
of values. Even though a single point can be represented with the points type, it was 
decided to include point nevertheless since modeling the movements of a point was one 
of the fundamental aims for developing the modeL 

The line data type consists of a finite set of simple continuous curves in the plane. These 
curves are defined in such a way that their intersections yields a finite set of points that 
can be represented by points. 

A region consists of a finite set of faces, where a face is described as a non-empty, 
regular closed set. This means that a face can not have misplaced lines and points that 
cut or puncture the region, or that dangle loosely (see Figure 4.4). The faces that make 
up the region must be disjoint, but they can have holes in them, and it is allowed that 

ITwo disjoint adjacent intervals are considered as a single interval. 
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a face is '"'v •• u..., ... '-' .... inside the hole of another face (islands). 

loi"r",i"Hvn of a valid region (left) 

rl>r.rl>~ll>n't" an or point in time. 
undefined. Time is viewed as 

are used by the moving constructor 
types. The resulting temporal type is a 

the type being used. Each value 
type is a (continuous component) which describes how a value 
type developed over the moving types consist of a 
tinuous ensures the projections 
a which is necessary for the design to 

"",uu"", sets of (instant, value) pairs. 
included to represent a 

results of nn£lT''''T 

time. The 

4.4 Operations 

types it 
numbers 

The operations have up into two sections, namely temporal and non-
temporal operations. ~V'''''''''' operations have been made as generic as 
bie, and another aim was to consistency between non-temporal and Tl>'fnn,nr!:l 

types. The following UL.,,,U.O""'-'''' operations that form part of the 
and section 4.4.2 have been 'lifted' to the temporal domain. 
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1 Operations on N on-Temporal types 

the operations on the non-temporal types 
Ut;;HHt;;U as the BASE and SPATIAL 

of the operations only on 
"'-'ULULJ',",U.,,.V,"U.L ordered types (int, real, 

n"l*ttu·tnt,r! on all types, all 
such as isempty the 

the table is discussed in turn 

Operations 
isempty 

Aggregation min,max,avg,centre,single 

max are 
'"',.,,,.,,,,. an operation like 

undefined value. 
Each 

Numeric no_components,size,perimeter,duration,length,area 
Distance and Direction distance,direction 

Type Specific and,or,not 

Table 4.2: Classes of 

Predicates 

Both unary and binary 1"",1<:;'U1\.,..,\>,;;0 

predicate being isempty. 

For binary predicates 
two sets, and 
according to set theory, 

There is some 
greater _equals, 
sufficient) , 

on [GBE+OO]. 

the model - the only unary 

between two single values, 
predicates were chosen 

greater _than, less_equals, 
equals less_than are 

more they were all UA,-,AU .. lvU 

- there is usually some au,e,-uu h,pt'IJU''''''n '-""LU,b'o;;,U""",, and ease of use. 
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were designed for all even some single 
minus could be applicable to values as well). 

tN,,..,",,,,, there were some "'V'''.LL'',-, ...... 0' ............ "" in terms of 
one a closure operation is u""~u<;,u 

by their definition, they have to be 
when the minus operation is 

along the border where the 

Closure H'V'vU<:;U for oplera.tlOns, e.g. minus 

hand, one-dimensional sets are allowed to '-'VLLVU,J'U open-ended intervals 
case where a time-changing function a stepwise evolution, 

case. 

""'GU'i">"''' at the beginning of value, and thus the nrE'Vl{111 

open-ended. Some operations were 

4.6: Open-ended ,nTo,.",!:> are needed for "'TonUI''';:!tl 

(between two lines, it a points), touch_points rttl1rUrtltln two regions 
and a region), and common_border (between two regions, a line). 

to single values. 
applicable to VU'''-y.uu.v .... ".v ....... types with a 

on numerical function is for 
to cast sets that contain to a single 

max 
and avg 

and single is 
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Properties 

operations on 
operation. 

there are a of aliases 
the lengths of all 

continuous intervals. 
line it returns the length 
Additionally there is 
components is given 

The size operation for periods was duration. For 
the line (length), for region its area is calculated (area). 

a perimeter for region. The number of disjoint 
no_components e.g. of faces in a 

or intervals in a set . 

....., ... ,:,,'c;u. ....... "" and Direction 

interesting operation is direction, which two points as ar$:!;UIIlen and returns 
......... 'U.l ....... ,,'_'" related v'-\>.lVlL of the line them in "'''.a'V',u (0 .. 360). This 

direction can be (e.g. 'north' is direction = 

Euclidean 

Specific 

operations are 
included in the 

BASE type boolean (and, or, not), but they needed 
algebra. 

Operations on Temporal 

move over 
IJln,o,U.1C to moving 

\.uO''-'uoo<;;u under 'lifting' in this section. addition, operations were necessary to 
temporal or the value ranges from the moving types in order answer quenes 

like 'During which times the moving object 

the operations, sec:t10In is discussed below. 

."" ......... vu to Domain Range 

for which a moving function is defined is returned by the operation. 
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Interaction with Domain! 

When when 
Lifting (inferred operations) 
Rate of VllQ,l1l'" derivative,speed, turn, velocity 

4.3: Operations on 

are that a moving assumed 
The range assumed over in ID is given by 

rangevalues. moving(point) or moving(points) projected onto a can either 
a points or a line type, by locations or trajectory A 

line is obtained by the projection of a moving(line) routes, and a region by 
projecting a moving(line) or moving(region) traversed. if a 

moves the operation the 
marks its path. 

01lJl11JJl<:; projections inti me types, inst 
and value COlnp'onen1GS respectively. 

Interactions Values in the .I.J' .. IJ.J..LttUU and 

atinstant, final -roT"-r,, 

instant, or the 
checks whether a moving existed 
returns a subset of the moving 

Where atinstant 
the at 

(instant, value) 
moving type reSineCtl 

a certain instant or 
set of 

values in 
moving type ever attained a particular value, such a 
operation which would return a boolean value. 

when 

is speculation whether this 
H."'~H'~V"L"'U here for the completeness. 

argument some predicate based on some attribute 
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val, which returns the time 

relating to an arbitrary 
The operation 

interval, and atperiods 

can be UQ,OOI:;Y passes 
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one could restrict the moving to 
value. For example, a query like" all the length 
was no longer than 50" could be as 

ml.when( [ml.length(). ] ) 

simple operation, but 
the predicate would have of values. 

Lifting Kernel Operations 

Lifting non-temporal operations to being lilrrle-(leiJ'''~'',l.V'' is to achieving 
of consistency and closure explained in section 4.2. 

It means that each of the operations defined in the 
that any of its arguments can be 

type also being a moving type. 

example, where distance could be performed with 

line x point -+ real 

it is to also include the signatures 

x point -+ moving(real) 
line x moving (point) -+ moving(real) 
moving (line) x moving(point) -+ moving(real) 

and point 

onenLtums that did not seem very useful more 
example the intersection of a point and a region seems 

tersec:tlcm between a moving (point) and a region, or a moving(region) 
mov ing (point ). 

It was also found that after lifting operations, there are cases more than one 

return 

the same task, such as at and intersection. Also, the when operation 
av,,, .. a,,,,,,,,,£1 differently by using other lifted operations. The example previously 

as 

ml. (ml.length().less_than(50). 0) 
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The lifted length operation returns a moving(real), which is restricted by the lifted 
less_than and projected to the time domain. 

Rate of Change Operations 

It is useful to note for values that change over time, the rate at which they change. 
From the definition of calculating a derivative, the derivative operation is applicable to 
any temporal type that supports a difference operation and is divisible by a real. Since 
point has three different possible representations of difference (distance, direction, vector 
difference), there are three derivative operations defined for it, namely speed, turn and 
velocity. Derivation is not applicable to discrete types such as int since there is no 
division available. 

4.5 Illustrations and Examples Using the Model 

The examples shown in this section are expressed using a language format different from 
that used in [GBE+OO]. In that paper the authors describe a query language based on 
SQL, which incorporates the operations of the model. For illustration, an example from 
[GBE+OO] on a multimedia scenario addresses the query "What is the screen layout at 
the 5th second of the application?" and is defined by: 

SELECT name, val (atinstant (actor, 5)) 

FROM object 
WHERE present(actor, 5) 

where obj ect consists of a string called name and a moving(region) called actor. 

However since the implementation described in chapter 5 is done with an object-oriented 
language, the examples that follow are illustrated in a similar object-oriented context. 

The examples are based on a prototype application for the South African Sea Fisheries 
Research Institute developed as part of this thesis. The types of objects used in the 
examples are shown in table 4.4. 

A SARP region is an area in the ocean specially demarcated for research purposes. Since 
the boundaries of this area can change, it is classed as a moving region. Cape Cross 
is the name of a beacon on the western coast, and Red Tide is a mass of water with 
depleted oxygen, and high levels of natural toxins. 
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I 

Object Data 

textttShip 

textttRed Tide (or 

textttCape Cross 

textttSarp Region mov ing (region) 

4.4: Names and types of the objects used an SFRI. 

.1 Example 1 

are different ways for answering the following 

"During which times was the ship 'Seaflower' inside 

makes use of the insideO operator as follows: 

Periods p = Seaflower.inside(S4).at(true). () 

alternative is to use the overlaps 0 morn",..-, o HAv 'v .. "''' , but 
an even simpler solution is to use the at 0 method as 

Periods p = Seaflower.at(S4).deftime 

method call a particular return type. inside 0 
it is the 'lifted' version being on a 

a moving(boolean), or mBool. 

cases the at 0 method is a restriction on the range of 
in the case restricting the mBool only to true values, and 

the mPoint (moving(point)) only to values within 

would return the range of times [00:10,00:12,00:14,00:15,00:17]. 
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Seaflower. inside (S4) .at(true) .deftime() 

Figure 

Figure 

4.5.2 Example 2 

00:01 
411 

mBaal 

Seaflower.at(S4).deftime() 

Periods 

queries, showing intermediate 

00:05 
411 

00:08 00:09 
411 411 

5eaflower 

00:\0 

411 00:12 
411 

411 
00:14 

411 

411 
00:15 

00:17 

411 

00:20 
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"Seaflower" across the ocean. 

This query is based on topographical relation between a moving point and a 
point: 

"When was the ship degrees of north from Cape 

It is answered as follows: 

mBool left = June. 
mBool 
Periods result 

The query has 
page, but that 
less_thanO and 

order to see the furthest 
within 10 

(CapeCross).less_than(5) 

parts in order to 
it more understandable. From this it is 

o operations return moving booleans. 

the ship was away from Cape 
can be added to the query: 
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real distance = June.atPeriods(result).distance(CapeCross).atMax().val() 
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3 

did the tide spread over areas ....... c."+.,, .. 

Periods time = redtide.area(). 

5 Example 4 

"Could ships 'Seafiower' and' June' ever have 
within 200km from each other) during week 

w42 = Seaflower.atPeriod(week42) 
boolean radio = w42.distance(June).less_than(200). 

Example 5 

x and y was the 
on the border of 

xTouch = x.touches .at 
Period = y.touches(redtide).at 

if .before(yTouch» 
return x. (rt).deftime().duration 

else 
return y.onborder(rt).deftime().duration 

the results compared 

50 

o 

contact 

(true) 

o. 
o .minO 
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4.5.6 Conclusions 

spatiotemporal model in and set 
of types, a number well-defined ......... ,"' ..... .., two 
characteristics made ideally since types could 

..., ....... ",,,,'", and operations implemented as methods 
can be applied to any a.l-'Jf.'!1\,a.~.'UH 

involving spatiotemporal data (multimedia, tracking, etc .. ). Some 
more oriented towards specific 

areas only to 

U"'''''5'''~L'::> of [GBE+OO] had followed a HUU".I...,'-

that the model behaved a consistent manner. 
operations that could only be applied under 
would ever or 
and to understand. examples 
applied to solve a spatiotemporal queries. 
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Chapter 5 

Implementation of the ST Model 
Java 

.. 
In 

This chapter gives an overview of how the ST model described in the previous section 
was implemented as a class library for Persistent Java. Since the ST Model is an abstract 
model, some mapping had to be made between the continuous and discrete domains. 
This mapping will be described in this chapter, as well as the implementation of each of 
the main types. 

5.1 Introduction 

Most representations of spatiotemporal data are implemented by storing time and values 
together at some level (section 2.3). In relational systems tuples are stored with tem
poral and spatial fields. In object-oriented systems time can be added as attributes for 
spatial data types or even bound lower down at the object level (section 2.1.3). In any 
implementation there is only a finite set of (time,value) pairs that can be explicitly rep
resented (Figure 5.1). The more often a moving object is updated (Le. when it 'moves'), 

Object representing time 

..... ::::,,:::;, .. Object representing some value 

History 

Figure 5.1: A Moving object is implemented as a series of (time,value) pairs. 

the longer its history would be. It is nevertheless atomic in the sense that there are no 
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redundant moves. 
that 
the 

mathematically. 

Table 
of the 

vACUUj,Hv, a with 
"to,,"t111",o of some map changes, a new 

that stayed constant" 

Attr.1 Attr.2 Attr.3 Attr.4 Attr.S 

0 c=J ~ c:::::::> 

0 c=J ~ c:::::::> 

0 c=J ~ c:::::::> 

c=J ~ c:::::::> 

0 c=J ~ c:::::::> 

Redundancy 

model could be inefficient 

moving types however, 
objects, 

is decided by the 

systems is 
to be taken of 

heretore it a lot of 

"' •• , ....... '" in its 

model the movements of objects mathematical formu-
can yield a much wider range of (time,value) by calculating 

, ... 1', ........ "' ... ,", however it also a lot more and is 
rarely move according to patterns can be expressed 

names of classes that were developed as our """"w''''''''' n~presentcLtl(m 
model in Persistent Java, together 

the outset some of the classes of the 
plememtllllg the BASE classes. There did not seem to 

J;:.a.l1J."";U into sections corresponding to groups in 
In each section the implementation "' .... "".,~,., in that group 

that was made to discrete domains. 
are omitted from most of In 

Im'plementcLtlcm of TIME types is to the 
were created (section 5.4). 

and SPATIAL types in section 5.6. 
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I Java Class Name I Type in ST Model I Group 
Integer int 
Double real BASE 
Boolean bool 
Period instant TIME 
Periods range( instant) 
IntRange range(int) RANGE 
RealRange range(real) 
Point point 
Points points SPATIAL 
Line line 
Region region 
InTime inti me 
mInt moving(int) 
mReal moving(real) 
mBool moving(bool) TEMPORAL 
mPoint moving (point) 
mPoints moving (points ) 
mLine moving(line) 
mRegion moving(region) 

Table 5.1: Names of implementing classes 

TEMPORAL and TIME is that TEMPORAL types contain both TIME and BASE 
or SPAT I AL components. 

5.2 Using Wrapper Classes to Implement BASE types 

Although Java is described as a purely object-oriented language, it does also include 
a number of primitive data types that are not objects. As a design decision, this was 
done to make the language follow C and C++ more closely, which would benefit many 
programmers [GM96]. Also, there is a wrapper class available for each primitive type, 
which encapsulates it inside an object, if required (enabling the programmer to write 
purely 0 b j ect-oriented code). 

This left the choice of implementing the BASE types in the model either as primitives, 
or wrapper classes from the Java library, or custom made classes. If primitive types were 
to be used, then there would have been the problem of representing an undefined value 
for each type. Therefore implementing BASE types as objects holds the advantage that 
an object could have a value, or it can be undefined. There is a special value assigned to 
uninstantiated objects in Java called null. 
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0--1 
null 

Figure 5.3: The undefined value in the carrier sets of BASE types are represented by 
null references. 

Creating custom objects would have been an easy task, but since they would hold no 
clear advantage, and to keep possible future interactions with other Java applications as 
simple as possible, it was decided to use the existing Java wrapper classes. 

5.3 Mapping TIME from Continuous to Discrete 

Finding a suitable representation for time is often a problem (the Y2K predicament was 
a significant result of that). The Date class in Java contains a long integer that denotes 
the number of milliseconds since or before midnight, January 1st, 1970.2 Although it is 
slightly restrictive in the sense that changes during intervals smaller than a millisecond 
cannot be recorded for moving objects, it is a conceptually easy and simple approach 
which makes it attractive. 

Since moving objects can stand still at a certain position/value for a length of time, it 
seems desirable to be able to represent time, not only as a single value, but also as an 
interval. This would be particularly useful for applications where objects are stationary 
more often than they are moving (e.g. in GIS). For this reason, the instant type was 
defined as an interval in a class called Period (Figure 5.4). 

r Period 

Date from 
Date to 

overlap () 
equals () 
duration () 
contains () 

Figure 5.4: The Period class - implementation of instant. 

If a single value representation of time were used instead, then an interval in time would 
have to be represented by numerous separate values. Should an object stand still in this 
case, there would have to be dig (time,value) pairs where d is the duration ofthe interval 
and g is the minimum time granularity required. The longer the interval, or the finer the 
granularity, the more storage space would be required. 

2This date format can count all milliseconds up to 292 million years from now. 
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value 

o instant 

o 
ooooooq:o 
••••••••••••••• <:1 .••.• 

o 

o Extra 

o 

Figure Representing time single values. 

With a time interval 1"or,,.O,"011 

interval to 
record a 

Cl1n .. nlU be made 
UUJlUi:>'C;...,U'HU would a more is really ll~C;t!bbi;t.J.Y 

"VJl1"'L"'~"'LL~L.y represented as an interval (Figure be precise, for every movement 
would be at least 8 bytes extra storage 3 In a worst case the 

would be n x (8 + where n is of movements object's 
and e is the requirement of additional overhead for handling two Date 

It seems that worst case for using a value representation would most 

value 

D--O interval 

[JJ instant 

Representing 

VU<-OVA\.'UQ outweigh 

Smaller s 

consistently with 

case of using 
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This from the fact that one can not reDlresent architecture is uu",""",."", 

arbitrarily small numbers on it. 'ht:>rt:>f,r.rt:> all intervals can be "'VA.L':;WU.....,L closed on both 
of time, real nUlrIlOerS and were 

be represented as a 
" .. ' ... LU.'" on the 

5 RANGE 

intervals, rather 
this representation of 

time intervals such 
for singular events 

change the state 
'U .. ' .... F'''- in one 

Java were used for the uU' .... .L'-'JlU 

these classes carry 

,"1(l"'''~;'' "'."''''''llU the 
the range ( int) 
(equivalent to 

one modification from 
Their addO 

is to be added to the 
is an overridden add 0 

class of the object 
as the rest in the Range, 

be built into the add 0 
are disjoint, or that adjacent in the 

class has a few versions of 
or single values as (Fig. 5.8). 

intervals of a specific (namely Int Interval, 

V.LLI:. ............ Collection 
been modified to 

and only if it belongs to 
amendment be "!ll'r't:.rt 

such as ensuring 
be joined to a 

or 

4Collection is an abstract I:iUjJ't!l<.;JlicWl:i with various subclasses for holciing 
maps, etc. 

in arrays, 
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interval are all CUlI::UU,,,,"UI and like the class that was 
previous Qv'-'U~V'U "QU5""" of and numbers are all sets of 

i IntRange 

add () { 
only add objects of type 

or Intlnterval 

in 

5.8: was implemented as an eX1GeIllUeU Collection class. 

Range could have implemented with a use of the 
API5 to apply it to the various types ranges. A class could then have an extra 

which is the Class of whatever object was added to it. This 
object can even be before anything is added to 5.9). Then 

a new object is added to the Range, object's can compared 
and it only be if they are the same. 

An 

add () { 

} 

objects Del"Jnf!'lnl' 

to the same type as "sample" 

range 

But cases where a type is nothing 
would appropriate, for example, the of the 

moving will require a periods as an argument, else. A check would have to 
put place to ensure For the instanceof operator of Java could be 

used to check the name attribute in the sample Class contained in the Range 

are some classes in Java that can be used to determine the (Class) of an and its 
methe,ds, etc. This is known as the reflection API. 

p) returns that of a moving object that is defined over the periods. 
See section 4.4.2 
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-I 
I 

I 
I 
II 

• 
• 

is equally viable, it seems trouble of creating 
differences) was •• '"'t~"r,LV"" enough. With 
will be able the declarations 

objects, be contained in approach 
is considered to more readable hardly any 
additional complexity. 

5.5 TEMPORAL Types 

model there are two 
of 

history a 
CT .. ",T.c.rI in the introduction of 

5 The Intime 

intime type combines one 
it represents a 

for ensuring closure 
where a 

nr"T" ... ,r.IJ members of the 
model. 

InTime 

Period time 
Object value 

inst () 
val () 

The InTima 

....... " .. "'.AJ inti me and moving. 
'·TH.·,"' ..... objects as building 

case, intime objects) 
and dynamic, as 

time. It is not 
included rather as a 
or time period, can 

\,oVL,UUL""",,, a reference to a 
The are 

o and valO methods as 

difference between the 
r€l)reSeIlt a value over an 

model and plementcttlC)ll is that InTima can 

there was an InTima 
(e.g. 

described earlier, 
BoolInTime, 

'''''"'''''0 code more readable 
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casting errors. However, because InTime objects form an integral part of the structure of 
moving objects, the InTime classes had to be generalised when the common functionality 
of the moving classes was generalised (as explained below). 

There is nothing preventing the programmer from placing any Java object in an InTime. 
This type of anomaly has to be checked by objects or methods that make use of InTime 
objects. It is also possible to leave the value reference as null, but this is acceptable 
according to the model since all types contain the undefined value in their carrier sets. 

5.5.2 Moving Types 

For each moving type a class was created following the same naming convention e.g. mInt, 
mBool, mPoint, mRegion, etc. They contain a Collection of InTime objects together 
with the relevant set of operations. The structure is illustrated in Figure 5.11. 

Moving 

InTime 

Period Object 

[(from~l D 
InTime 

Period Object 

~from~l D 
InTime 

Period Object 

~from~J D 
Figure 5.11: The structure of moving objects 

The InTime objects are not ordered by their Period components, but whenever a moving 
object 'moves', and a new InTime is added, a check is performed to make sure that the 
Period of the new InTime does not overlap with the Period of any InTime already in 
the history of the moving object. 

To keep the set of InTime-s sorted by Period is not very costly, as InTime objects would 
most often be added in chronological order as the object moves. Therefore the overhead 
of keeping a chronological history would be, in the general case, quite cheap. Certainly for 
objects with large histories, to search through an unsorted set of InTime-s for possible 
overlapping periods becomes increasingly less efficient. The approach adopted was to 
provide only the basic structure within the moving classes, and to give users of the class 
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U;"""AUF'. further structures own discretion. 
dis1cussed further 

The a method called move 0 which takes an InTime as 
history. This method the necessary checks to ensure 
extended to include a mechanism to add the new at 

the history. 

An abstract moving types was created, 
ations and the move 0 operation that checks 
Since move 0 some of the other projection r.n,PT'<l,"tu',n 

same function moving types, the common 
abstract The 
methods. 

.. JAn,,.,,,, in 
atPeriods 0 n.,,.tr.T"n; 

was generalised 
now contains all the 

its own operations to it, 
objects of its particular 

example, a moving .... '~,...~~ should only have InTime 
containing [Period, pairs added to representative OUlUjJlv 

operations in were implemented, but some methods, which would 
very similar HUjJl~"U'''UL'a. to those that were were omitted for the 

Generalising a like present 0 was not 
irrespective of the actual type of the 
atPeriods 0 was not as i:)J.l"'UH:; 

calling object. 

The return type was 
using the Class of the '""''',U''5 

public Moving atPeriods(Periods 

} 

::::: (Moving) 

if (overlapWasFoundInPeriods) { 
result.move(nextInTime); 

} 

return result; 
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way is 

Moving 

intimes 

present () 
atPeriods () 
initial() 
final II 
atlnstant () 
deftime!l 
rangeValues() 

Figure 5.12: The class 

5.6 SPATIAL Data 

are ""'ULU""OO for spatial data 

representation 
and 

'''PT'L>TD re]:)re!;entatlOn is only the 
developing the Op(~ra1ClOIlS 
the intersection between 

same as type of the calling 

.u",vuvu was generalised as well as 
Moving hierarchy is shown in 

MovingSpatial 

at() 
distance() 

of moving objects. 

Point, Points, 

types could be discretely in a number of ways. and Points 
are relatively easy and intuitive, but Line and Region are more complicated. Re-
are especially problematic, can consist of multiple disjoint parts, each 

can have any number it (see Fig. 5.13). 

u"-",c,.,,, ... two classes one a and 
would have a boolean 

would have a ...... ,.uOJ." .. In order to a T'L>IT,nn that 
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5.13: A can have parts and 

Classes an alternative representation of 

to a complex the \..,VJ,HIJ1<:;.I>. 

simple 
as results, 
contains holes or 

that completely contains it. return 
LVJ,UIJ1<:;.I>. and whether it 

A different approach was chosen 
framework, all spatial 
illustrated 5.15 This 

implementing spatial types. It is 
are defined by a number of 

been 

on a "'4U4"H'v4 

and edges7 , as 
computer 

specific or structure a spatial type can be constrained by the way in which 
edges and are connected. Not all vertices to be which nUN""'"'O 

the representation of complex with holes a lot easier. This 
fully in on the class. 

Figure 5. 

7 An edge is a 

I 

" I 

" 
I 

I 
I 

I 

/ 
I 

I 

/ 
I 

A vertex-edge representation of a region (left) and a line (right). 

line that connects two vertices. 
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advantage of 
classes now 

llU~l1IJt;;J. of vertices. 

screen. It contained an 

is that 
it an situation for 

is a Points with edges, 

to implement, which would "" •• v"""" 

was to place a new vertex 
waitToBeCompleted 

spatial object 

Line 
Points consists 

is a Line that forms a 

1J1J,a.IJL,a.! classes. was 
SpatialObjects on 

all subclasses were 
addVertexClick() 

pf()griam while 
spatial queries). 

It clear that ect was not only for rendering objects on 
screen, but some of 

polymorphism to 
overlaps 0 are required 

operations could use it as an argument, 
the total amount of code. Operations like distance 0 
any spatial object, they were also added as 

methods to ect. class objects is 
5.16. 

. 1 Point 

waitToBeCompleted() 
addVertexClick() 
drawl) 
overlaps(SpatialObject x) 
distance(SpatialObject xl 
boundingBox ( ) 

Region 

Figure 5.16: Class hierarchy of objects . 

hO'~",,~an whether a new Point had to be 
be used. was not whether it 

a new Point whether the existing 
into the framework. 
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the SpatialObject for all 
Point also had to 

it was 
Some operations of 

III 

any event, so the fact 

Point are two coordinates, x 
diagram is shown in 

of coordinate 
3D. 

Point 

int X, Y 

double distance ( ect s) 
im direction (Point p) 
boolean 
boolean 

Figure 

directionO method 
in degrees 

0, northwest 315 and 

another 
that point. 

180. 

s) 

spatial 

cn€:CKs whether there is any between the Point 
ect actual type of is checked 

and depending on the appropriate procedure is followed to determine the 
It returns true in any the following cases: 

., is a Point or Points and this point coincides at least one of 
the given points. 

argument is a Line crosses point. 

., argument is a Region that contains this 

same contains 0 lUCIJUV 

point is the 
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contains 0 UIC\lllU'U of is called to 

within inlnterior 0, which returns 
5.6.4). 
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Calculating a SpatialObject once again depends 
type of object. it is point, a simple Euclidean distance 

if it is a the distance to each vertex is calculated and the 
UU.UHJl>U!.U distance is returned. Distance to a or Region is calculated 
distance 0 method in Line (section 5.6.3). 

5.6 Points 

Points class is a of Line and Region. The a line or a region 
is a collection of points, which is why is such an case for inheritance. 

term vertex point may 

Most of methods are 

set of Point objects. 
since it would be redeclared In 

was 
following 

"'1!!",ILlV':;1 that vert V.L!lJ."-D. because 

ect s) 
distance ( ect s) 
distance (Point a/Point b) 
contains (Point p) 
i () 

inInterior( r) 

Figure 5.18: class. 

in subclasses even if they are overridden, they 
are called. For example, overlaps 0 method Line overlaps 0 
Points, but is first the ""T' .. .,.",,, to check the vertices 

nOT,'-'''O it 'VVJ.' "'J"u.,,,;:. with the more .. n ..... 'l,.,." ....... ",vu."'''.r 'u ... "'u.~, of whether 

Points also contains the functionality to set and extreme points (left, right, 
and bottom). Every time a new vertex is added, the addVertexO method automatically 
checks and updates the extrema. Points can use these values to construct a box 

return it as a region (the 0 method SpatialObject). 
when spatial to an of bounding 

by center 0, which is a rather crude of centre 
a 
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I .. 

I 
contains 0 
vertices of 

ra:JTIeter coincides with at least one of the 
same). 

'-'VLU'-'LU",i.) with a Point or Points (by 
contains it. 

There are two methods 
calculates the U~i.)"O;~~'-'''' ho'tUT<30n the distance formula 

hOlhlTt>on any of object's vertices and a 
as in Point, if the SpatialObject is a 

UIO;ut;;U by above mentioned distance 
or is calculated, a method is 

QlS~taIlce hot'",o".n a line segment and a point. This method 
next section. 

5.6.3 Line 

Of the spatial object contains the most code and it contains the operations 
that were the most '-'LH~"''''H5JLU5 to It is the first class in the spatial object 
hierarchy that is which is why it contains most of 
the more difficult 

Although ""'''''.LV," 

half the amount 
Line and Points 

Line 

Collection 

addVertexClick ( ) 
addVertex(Point 
addVertex(Point 
static distance ( 
distance ( 

new, Point old) 
neWt Edge old) 

e, Point p) 
ect s) 

(Edge at Edge 
ect s) 

5.19: The Line class 

even more complex than Line, it was written 
majority of its operations were 

illustrated in Fig. 5.16). 
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was written to 1"t>1'l1"tl'Cttll1t an edge that connects two ""'rT"~"'" 

to Point objects, equals 0 and 0 methods. 
if two edges are equal, and return the between an 

respectively. 

contains 
attribute that 

in vert , as shown in 
two edges that connect them, and 

No two edges will equal. 

endpoints 

vertices 6 

edges 

3 

4 

in spatial 

complex relationship makes it to create a of a Line or a 
not sufficient to create a copy of vertices and of ed.ges without retaining 

edges to because the edges will the original 

is 

thus need to be to reference the new (cloned) instead. Line have a 
builds the identical to a Line supplied as a parameter. It 

For it is necessary to know the 
positions of in to reconstruct 
as in the original The difficulty 
the well-known copy problem 
is copied when 'Y'V"".'''' 

to a Line one of 

new. Point adds the new Point to it 
a new connects the v.I\.J.'OUUJlF. (old) vertex the new one. 

old) adds two new Edges that connect the new 
Point and then removes the old edge 5.21). 

(Point new) assumes that the Line is being manually constructed, 
new Point is as as a new it last 

cornpleteJly distinct from the object. 
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(previous) vertex if one exists. This method was designed to be called when the 
user adds a new vertex by clicking a mouse button, while interactively drawing the 
object in a window. 

",r old edge 

Figure 5.21: Adding a vertex on an existing Edge. 

In order to determine whether two lines intersect, the intersect 0 method follows a 
simple algorithm: 

for each edge in line A: 
for each edge in line B: 

if edge in A intersects edge in B 
then add to points of intersection 

return points of intersection 

While it is relatively easy to calculate the intersection between two lines that stretch 
to infinity, determining whether two line segments intersect is more involved. The 
edgelntersect 0 method determines whether two line segments (edges) intersect, and 
returns the point of intersection. The technique described below can be found in [FvDFH90] 
and it is illustrated in Fig. 5.22. 

1. Two parametric equations are set up for the line segments, such that a line is 
defined by (x, y) = (a, c) + t(b, d) where (a, b) and (c, d) are the coordinates of the 
endpoints. 

2. The equations are normalised such that the parameter t has values ranging from 0 
to 1 for points on the line segments. 

3. The actual point of intersection, say (m, n) is substituted into the equations, and 
they are solved for t. If either of the values of t are greater than 1 or less than 0, 
it implies that the line segments do not intersect. 
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~" ~ : no intersection 

~,;;~ g,h ......... . .. ~ 
~ ...... ~ .. 

e f ~\\ ... ~~. ____ ~ )rn,n) 
.. : ..... \~ "'~ 

A···· t = 0.5 

Figure 5.22: Determining the intersection of two line segments using their parametric 
equations. 

Another method that required similar use of parametric equations was for calculating 
the shortest distance between a point and a line segment. Once again, where it is trivial 
for an unbounded line, it is more difficult to calculate distance to a line segment. The 
procedure is as follows: 

1. An imaginary line is drawn from the point, orthogonal to the line segment. 

2. The parametric equation of the line segment is normalised (as above) and solved 
for the value of t where the line intersects with the orthogonal imaginary line (see 
Figure 5.23). 

3. If the value of t is between 0 and 1, the intersection point (m, n) is the closest point 
from the line segment to the given point. Otherwise one of the endpoints is closer 
(which endpoint is closer, depends on whether t is greater than 1 or less than 0) . 

.. ' .\7" 

closest point 
t= -O~58 ...... . 

~ ~(rn,n) \S.:~ 
(rn,n) ........ ~. b 

~ ............ \ t =' 0.74 \ closest point 

Figure 5.23: Calculating the distance between a point and a line segment. 
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pn~ce'dlIllg procedure was a static method called distance 0 that 
a Point and an Edge as This method is used the distance 

that one inherited from Points, which accepts a as argu-
ment. latter distance 0 method follows the 

if the is a point 
then edge in 

between 
the edge the point 
if smaller than minimum distance 

update minimum distance 
if the is a or 

then for each edge in this line 
for each vertex in 

the edge and the vertex 
smaller than minimum distance 
update minimum distance 

return minimum 

the 
spatial object. The shortest 
object is not 'np;, ..... "'-'''''. 

Figure 5.24. 

between every of a 
between vertex of a and a 

could be an edge that is closer. This 

connecting the \J ... r'-.,..~'" 

distance from it. 

the 

could 

Because of the inheritance hierarchy, distance 0 need 
only be declared once. which is "u"uu". 

so can be in same way. 
methods as containsO (see 5.6.4), points of a are 
determined by exactly the same algorithm as 
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U""'~""""."v"" re-use methods, other SpatialObject subclasses can 
For example, distance 0 in the 

ULH"'H~ is a Line or If it Point calls 
as a SpatialObject distance is a symmetric 

pt.distance(reg) reg.distance(pt) and thus method has to 
place. 

operation, 
defined in one 

o method of Line checks whether the the same of 
and as the object. then checks if each 

\.-VLU""'\.-IJO the same vertices as in original. the of are 
the same for a Region, method can simply inherited. 

to get a bounding box the line is .... H'v~U.HE ..... V. as it was from 

5.6.4 Region 

implementation of a class is 
most of methods them. A 

it of edges, but it also 
defined as: 

A set of and 
and none of the 

where 
intersect. 

ensures that none 'simple .... ""L'V...... or holes or islands in 
a hole can extend outside the of a 

Every 
that 

a vertex or an edge is added, or deleted, a 
sure that the definition is Oa,,.,,LL,,,,,,, 

a 

it 
in that 

He",,,.,,, can be 

loop of 

overlap, 

needs to performed 

that can installed is to ensure a region \.-v!."aUL" 

Such a .... """"'1'1"<> can make it difficult 
initially, after it is instantiated, one vertex is added. 
next vertex and the are added, the region contains only a single ut>"'f.t>v 

would the constraint. A constructor could designed to create vertices 
at arbitrary points, that can be moved to appropriate locations 

the three 
"rr'''TlT was 

Some were implemented however, for '-''''''<''UL,~n .... 
a region without being endpoint at least two Even 

added 
second vertex that 
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is added to a vertex two edges. 
to a correct In case where a 

two ut>l"T.ll',PQ 

contains 0 method determines whether a point is 
from [FvDFH90J): 

a T'OIT1i'\n as follows (also 

the discrete the space 
that can 

2. the number of intersections ht>tult>t>n and the 

3. intersections is even, then inside region. It is 
only ,",V'U'(hLU"",'" if are an number 

.................. \':> 

5.25: Determining whether a contains a line by counting the number of 
ersect,lOIIS with a line the point to infinity. 

There are some methods that were not implemented for due to 
and their complexity. such method is area 0 . Calculating the area 

done by applying a triangulation divides 

area 

The 0 method determines whether a region with spatial 
ject testing whether of the spatial object's are inside the region (the test is 

by calling contains 0). According to the model however, overlaps 0 method 
should return actual section where the objects overlap. Although this is not difficult 
to for lines points, calculating the area of two regions is an 
expensive procedure. involves determining points of intersection clipping one 

[FvDFH90]. both area and of are even 
complicated when are holes and the 

The () method is merely an alias length(), inherited Line. 
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5 .. 7 Package Organisation and 

classes in table were all a Java called ST. Some other 
fJ""''''''''i,,''''' that were are java. and java.io (for the Serializable interface 
that was used when measuring physical object size). developing a 
application, the ST, and io must be imported, then objects 
as mPoint can instantiated. Often however, moving objects also have other changing 
attributes as 'temperature' or 'priority', change with their loca-

In such a the has to be created that with 
additional changing attributes. approaches can be taken as illustrated in 
example below. 

an application must track of ants with unique UU.LU'-", that stop various 
lOc.atl.on:s, each location also a unique name. Each ant at all times also have 

can 

5.26: 
attributes. 

An Ant 
holds the 

or 'on time'. 5.26 which this problem 

string name boolean isLate 

inherited 1.11.1',1""":;'''''''' of InTime 

from mPoint is given an 
unique name. 

Point 

NamedPointi 

string name 

additional ~"~'''h''''O 

attribute name 

Data that a object, not throughout 
contained as an attribute of the subclass of Moving. 

subclass called NamedPoint that 
unique name the location, CheckedInTime, which from InTime has 

an attribute. When the Ant moves, a CheckedInTime object, which a 
Period a NamedPoint, must be to its history, that way the other changing 
attributes are recorded Ant's would advisable to add a checking 
mechanism to ensure and to 

An approach would have class 
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that holds an mPoint, mString and an mBool, each of which records different changing 
data (Figure 5.27. This approach would need to have a checking mechanism which ensures 

Ant 

mPaint locations 
mString locNames 
mBaal isLate 
string name 

Figure 5.27: Composing different moving objects to store different changing attributes. 

that the times in each of the moving attributes are synchronised. 

Attributes that change together with an object's location can either be added 
as single moving object, or as an attribute that inherits from InTime or the 
Object contained in InTime. 

An intermediate approach can also be followed where all the changing attributes (Le. 
including isLate) are stored in a subclass of Point, and all non-changing variables in a 
subclass of mPoint. It is up to the user of the ST package to decide which approach is 
suitable for the particular application. In general it would make sense to attach changing 
variables that have to be synchronised in time, lower in the structure, i.e. below InTime 
or Point. Classes composed from many moving objects may be less efficient in terms of 
size, but are often easier to use (as was found in the experiment in section 7.2). 

5.8 Summary 

This chapter outlined how the spatiotemporal model was implemented in P Jama. Some 
of the existing classes in the Java API could be used such as the wrapper classes for 
BASE types and Collection for implementing RANGE types. Other classes such as 
Point of the Java AWT could not be used since it had to form part of the Spatial hierarchy 
and Java does not support multiple inheritance. An interval representation of time was 
chosen so that numeric and time intervals could be concisely expressed. 

As in the model, a single class (InTime) represents all types of intime objects (such as 
intime(point) or intime(real)). Separate Moving classes had to be designed since the 
operations of moving types vary between different types of moving objects. Through 
the use of the Java reflection API however, it was possible to generalise many common 
operations in a Moving superclass. Not only does such a superclass allow the creation of 
heterogeneous groups of moving objects, but it also greatly simplifies maintenance. 
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other areas where the use of 
were implemented by 

riding some of its methods. SPAT I AL """"'''''''oJ 

OUI"'v'v'~""<";"O were used by all ael'lCe:na~a.nt """""OvO 

"''''., .. n'..... once. The nn'1"\1"\1rT 

example. This would not have 
simpler, however it probably would 

have an is-a relationship haj-'t"alll1 

'"'UC~I.IIJ't;l that follows focuses on the techniques 
an efficient and flexible way. 
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hapter 6 

Indexing 

histories moving objects have the pOl~en1~lal to very large over extended 
periods time. Finding state of an object a particular time may require 
the use of an access method facilitate search. 

chapter is organised as follows: some background on spatiotemporal meth-
the section, 6.2 an overview of how indices 

spatiotemporal discussed in chapter 5. 6.2.4 
the question of creating over multiple objects. 

6.1 Background on Spatiotemporal Indexing 

study of spatiotemporal is a relatively area of 
only a small amount research been towards creating ",'U'V''V''V 

anisms for spatiotemporal data. is an increasing amount interest this topic 
though. Many telecommunications companies are problems with distributing 
bandwidth across their networks [KGT99], To know where mobile phone users 
are and moving where more bandwidth would be 

can be valuable information such 

the of u.u''-.n. ..... 

future positions moving [KGT99] an indexing is nrt>~t>'nt,~.rI 
the trajectories of moving are mapped to a higher dimensional For example 
a line with equation y(t) vt + a is mapped to a point (v, a) in a dual space. 
mapped point can be LLAU'VA".U with a point indexing method such as a 
[Rob81]. This with with access methods 
like the minimum bounding rectangle a diagonal line a lot 

the method of [KGT99], that 
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future positions objects then also 

Figure 6.1: The uU.llllJL,uJ.ubounding 
of dead 

The authors adopt a 

r - - --
I 

ture that is using velocity UI>('1'IY .. " 

mapped to the 

line, amount 

R-Tree). In structure the positions ......... , ..... 1'''' (and rectangles that bound groups of 
points) are rel]lreE;en·ted not only by but by coordinates with the 
<>1-"t::;tA;l<> at The that enclose points 
shape as move. The data is indexed in its native h-UlLU"''''''V.UUL space 
(not mapped to a higher dimension), but can be "~T1,""Tl>ri at some future time. 

Neither of mentioned any data the position 
of a point is stored once, and at other times are Also, 
index structures remain functional and do not periodic rebuilding. 
They can be optimized for only in some horizon, and 
to the of future trajectories of objects, their "'"l .... "''' .... y deteriorates as 

The 

moving 
they are 
Quadtree 

{Le. not taking account 
at indexing current 

[TVM98], and HR-tree [NST98] 

were only five known 
acc:essml! the histories of 

time interval. tree would contain the spatial data 
""U''''''"_'''''''' since an older and the unchanged data is still referenced from 

tree. This idea of trees is illustrated 6.2. The HR-tree 
to have a large requirement, especially if a portion of its data is 

(this would mean more of the trees to be duplicated at 
was rNST99] by not 

at every time only create an at 
SeCc)nd or third interval (using respectively). The trade-
off is that not every time at an adjacent 
have to used and the Even so, the 

larger two methods, 

a time is added as an additional dimension 2D spatial data. The 
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6.2: An structure 

ofa that moves over a 2D plane can be as a line in 6.3). 3D 

Figure 
represented 

of how movement on a 
as the (left). 

2D ",n,.1""",o (right) can 

information can stored in a R-tree or some derivative One major problem 
this approach is that the current position objects cannot be vUJ''''~'>~'''L.y 

represented. an object is it mayor not move 
then a line to not handle open 

......... ',,,u. in 
historical data, 
When an object moves, 
and its new position is 

been in 2.1.4 in the context of using 
<>uuu ... solution to that proposed [KTF98] is 

R-tree. It of a 3D that only 
1..>v""""uo only current POI51tl.on:S. 

is moved from the 2D tree to the 3D tree 
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6.2 Method Applied 

6.2.1 Overall Approach 

For this it was decided to use separate spatial and temporal un ... ,-,'_o 

(Figure 6.4), rather than a 
UUJ,UU'VJ. of reasons why this decision was taken. 

specialised indices are used for -F'--"-~ 

'<:U'T_nr,onn:.n paradigm makes this approach 
l"I>TI>l"t>'T!("ClQ to it. An InTime object can thus 

referenced from the leaf nodes of "'I-'VI-'''' 

indexing methods are not yet 
an undisputed advantage. Each of the methods dislcussed 

the HR tree is not efficient in terms of 
online spatiotemporal 
and the 2+3 R-tree is more vA~"-'UOJ. 

spatiotemporal model are pure 
to index changing 

are no spatiotemporal operations in the model -
spatial and temporal op,era,tloins. 

the query "Did this 
to make use of a temporal index. 
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is no current research on 
and this approach 

6.2.2 Incorporating Indices 

for indexing spa-

consideration for implementing index structures was how the indices would 
data. The interface between and indices would have to be 

u"",,,S', •• ,,u so that objects do not have to order to be indexed. 
an indexed object and a object have to be the same terms 

structure and in the way they are traditional relational database 
a table can be the statement "ADD 

u".u"",,," without having to adapt or "'£LK''''£''> 

spatial or spatiotemporal 
a uniform manner. 

4UV'''''''. Also the interface of 
LUU,L..,,,,,,,I but it should be 

With ideal in mind, initial designs an class that 
as an intermediary between the moving and the index(s). The 
would when a moving object """:;U<';I\.I. indexed, and instructed 
type of should be used. It would create (or locate) the appropriate 

it with that moving object. A object would then have a reference to 
and notify it every time it while the IndexManager would 
relevant indices 

IndexManager class prclPo:sea as an mt,ern:1edllar 
an initial design. 

between moving 

IndexManager would originate from 
was a method with a 0111,'U(;o1. 

related method in the .Lll'~"J~nClLUC1 
of methods that simply relayed mes

was removed since there was no 
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obvious reason for ~U'''''''''o~''o functionality 
index handling were into the Moving 
number of additional attributes methods as shown 

addlndex( ) 
addTemporallndex() 
removelndex (I 

be in a separate and 
The Moving class now had a 

Figure 6.6: index 'U(l~llar,Ullr, functionality was moved to Moving. 

The new attribute is a dynamic 
rather an interface 

ret;erenCflS to objects. Index 
that be 

,- - -------
: Index interface 

to be 

------. 
I 
I 

r---- ---, 

: insert (InTime i) 7 - --
: search(Object predicate): 

If an existing index class is used, 
Index interface, a wrapper can 

to the of the 

Wrapper Index 
implements Index ; 

ExistingIndex rell -- ExistingIndex 
insert () { oldInsert ( ) 

oldInsert (}" .. ' .. ' oldSearch ( ) ..... . -
} 
search() { 

oldSearch( .,/ 

} .. ' 

6.7: or existing index 'VL .... .., .. "'" must implement Index interface nOT ........ O they 
used on moving 
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This was used to ~-"''''~''.1 .. '" .... O~.U'" B+ -Tree and 
structure [HNP95]. For t>v!:I'rnnl 

public class BTreeIndex 

} 

Btree bt; II 

public BTreeIndex() { 

} 

} 

= new 0; 

void insert(InTime i) { 
= new BtreeKey(i. 

bt.insertNode(bk, i); 

Index { 

B-tree class 

o. 

classes based on the 

i. o .toO); 

Here the Btree is the VUj","""'" index and line the example is a to 
the method from the wrapper Methods required by the Index 

objects as parameters return of InTime objects. 
is because an InTime is smallest building block of a object, 

which is appropriate to use for a interface such as Index (i.e. value of 
an InTime may or non-spatial). on the hold 

or spatial values or both, its methods can unpack they 
InTime (in the above, only the component of InTime is used). It is 
also useful that collections of InTime objects can readily installed newly constructed 
Moving since history a Moving is a of 

Dead can 

objects to 
a spatiotemporal 

a whole, its approximation would contain a amount 
InTime components were separately approximated and amount 
space would drastically reduced. Although the index structure would larger as a 
consequence, its performance would be O:;Ur;,'Hu\..>a.1Vl.Y 'rn'''T'I"\'w>t1 
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6.2.3 Using Indices in a Moving Object 

The addIndexO and remove Index 0 methods (Figure 6.6) respectively adds or removes 
a reference to an index from the indices array. This array is a structure that contains 
references to all the indices over the history of this moving object. A new reference is 
added to indices by the addIndexO method. The reference may point to an index 
that was created to hold only the history of this moving object, or it may reference 
an existing index that holds the histories of many moving objects. Such global indices 
are discussed further in the next section. After adding the reference to indices, the 
addIndex 0 method also adds the entire history of the moving object to the index. The 
remove Index 0 method simply resets a given reference in indices to null, and unless 
the index is elsewhere referenced, it will be garbage collected. Through this mechanism it 
is possible to add or remove indices from a moving object without affecting its structure 
(achieving the aim that was set out early in the design). The move 0 method is adapted 
to update each of the indices in the array whenever the object moves. It contains the 
additional code fragment: 

for (int k=O; k<indices.length; k++) { 
indices[k] .insert(next); II update each index 

} 

This ensures that each index in the indices array is kept up-to-date when the history 
of the object changes. 

Figure 6.6 also shows another reference to an Index called time, which serves as a 
shortcut to one of the elements of indices. It is a temporal index that contains the 
history of this moving object and none other. The time reference can only be set by 
the addTemporalIndex 0 method, which also creates the temporal index and calls the 
addIndexO method to add it just like any normal Index. Unless addTemporalIndexO 
has been called, time would be set to nUll. The time index has the specific purpose of 
enhancing the performance of temporal operations that search for InTime objects based 
on certain time intervals. 
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} 

o method, which returns a 
has been augmented to the 

Moving atPeriods 
result 

1/ = new o 

if (time != null) { 
result.intimes = times. 
return result; 

} 

II .. else, search 
II checking if their 

per) { 

components, 
falls 

II and .................. 5 

II 
II 
1/ 
II 

new 
code 

if it does 

at 

In a way, MovingSpatial subclass an additional attribute, a 
ence called space, points to a implementation of Index, and a method, 
addSpatialIndexO, that the 1;;<."au',l;;u spatial indices space (just 
as time is above). If a '"'''''''",,''''' like at 0 or passes 0 space to non-empty, 
it can utilise to searching 

Additional functionality can be incorporated in move 0 to test of 
an object exceeds and automatically call __ . __ .,.._ o or 

""""'vJLIJU,"'U'H of 

void move(InTime { 

if { 

} 

} 

TEMP _THRESHOLD is some known which of the history 
lua,,n.o:;,,, the use an index (see Section for test results). 

The added addTemporallndex() and addSpatiallndex() 
e.g. addTemporalIndex 0 must add a temporal index facilitates 
intervals. they are currently with no arguments in to ensure 
that an appropriate index is (B+ -tree temporal for spatial) and to 

process. These can be to accept any Index but 
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then a check should be put in place to ensure that the given Index is appropriate. The 
addIndexO method however, does not have any restrictions on the type of index that it 
adds to the indices array, except that the index class implements the Index interface. 
Therefore it accepts any kind of Index as argument and does not need to perform any 
checks. Even when the index already exists and contains the histories of other objects 
(as discussed in the next section), this method is applied in the same way. 

6.2.4 Indexing Multiple Moving Objects 

In most spatiotemporal applications it will be necessary to address queries related to 
groups of moving objects, e.g. "Find all the vehicles that were inside a given region at 
time TI" The operations that were discussed thus far pertain only to individual objects, 
and address the type of query: "Was this vehicle inside a given region at time Tl ?". This 
is because operations were implemented as methods that belong to individual objects. 

Selection queries, i.e. queries of the form "Find all objects in a set that satisfies some 
condition", are easily written using Collection objects and Iterators to return the 
required subset, for example: 

Iterator given = givenCollection.iterator(); 
Collection resultSet = new Collection(); 
while {given.hasNext()) { 

} 

Moving st = (Moving) given.next(); 
if (st.satisfiesCondition()) { 

resultSet.add(st); 
} 

return resultSet; 

These language constructs and classes (since Java 2) are also at the disposal of the user 
of the model, and are sufficient for answering selection queries. For large sets of moving 
objects however, it would probably not yield acceptable query times. Therefore a more 
efficient access method is needed. 

The mechanism with which an index is added to a moving object also allows for an existing 
index to be added l . This means that the history (InTimes) of this moving object are 
to be included in an external index used to access multiple objects. The indices in the 
previous section were intra-object, but moving items can also be added to inter-object 

IThe word "added" is used here because the reference is included in the Moving object. But since the 
history of the Moving object is also going to be "added" to the index, it should be seen as an association, 
rather than a composition. 
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indices. calling addIndex () 1 a request is made to history of this moving 
with any histories it may already contain. 

Having InTimes of in the same index nrt,,,,.,,nt.'" 

Although index can InTime or of 
sible to tell Moving object(s) (s) belong to. A Moving 

InTime objects belong does not the Moving object 
V"'L'VH~,O to. obvious solution would be to add an inverse reference to 

which points the Moving This 
Figure However, the a 

an reference InTime to identify the Moving object that 

moving object would now contain an additional UUJLUIJ<.iL 

InTimes history. 
will objects 

Figure Using a un""n' .... OT" class to determine which Moving an InTima VvLVU~,O 
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An alternative approach was considered, where instead of having InTime objects at the 
leaf nodes of an index, a small wrapper class could be used. The wrapper would contain 
a reference to the InTime that was indexed, and a reference to the Moving that contains 
it. This scheme, illustrated in Figure 6.10, would be more costly in terms of the storage 
requirement of the index, but it would not affect all moving objects in the database. The 
additional storage requirement would only be necessary for indices that hold references 
to more that one moving objects' histories. 

Both the above approaches were implemented for comparison, and while implementing 
them, an interesting alternative arose. It was possible to create a subclass of InTime 
called InTimeWrapper, which contains an additional attribute that references the holding 
Moving object (Figure 6.11). Then only the addIndexO method in Moving had to be 

( 
InTime 

Period per 

~ Object val 

InTimeWrapper 

Moving container 

Figure 6.11: InTimeWrapper extends InTime and includes a reference to the Moving 
object that contains it. 

changed2 to pass the index an InTimeWrapper instead of an InTime. Even the RSIndex 
class that contained the original method header 

public void insert(InTime in) { ... } 

did not have to be changed, since an InTimeWrapper is-a/extends InTime. 

If the InTimeWrapper did not inherit from InTime, it would be smaller, but then the 
Index interface would have to be changed so that the reference of the Moving object 
could be passed to the insert 0 method, e.g. 

public void insert(InTime in, Moving mo) { ... } 

This change also had to be made to the move 0 method of Moving from which insert 0 
is called on each index in indices. 

2The methods addTemporalIndexO and addSpatialIndexO did not have to be changed since they 
also call add Index 0 . 
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objects. 

terms of storage space to use the no-inheritance route, 
fewer redundant references. This is by illustration in 

shows that the inheritance option to the original InTima 

inherited 

IJCW.l"'U'H is summarised 

requirement (using 
classes in index structures. 

one can see storage cost of a spatial 
object. Using the technique 

InTimeWrapper 
(not inherited) 

vs. a non-inherited wrapper 

1000 
100 A 
146 B 
102 C 
148 D 
153 E 
151 F 

different implementations 

is roughly 50% of the original 
1n~1'O"C'O reference in InTima, 

a,u'.l." •. VU.:;t,l Sl,on:tge cost is !>T'r'"T111 

wrapper ,","1,'",,"",0 inherited 

100 
-x-~ 

B 1 
be seen as a 12%-15% 

object will not be affected 

(E - B) 100 
(B-A) x -1 ~ 

(non-inherited) wrapper are 
to about 9%-11% (substitute E 

in entire Moving 
obtained it has been deduced 

is a slight 

moving object is 5% 

(6.1) 

of its index, since a non-

to 15% (6.2) 

the increase in index can be 
equation 6.2). That would 

E with F in equation 6.1). 
if more than 30% of all moving 

wrapper class approach. 
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I 
• 6 Classification of package 

.... U' .. V'VL of criteria were nrr,n".,,,,rI the classification 
the methods used to 

types supported: Whether L'-'F.LVLL", or only points are supported 

handling of time: .,l1r,n,..",,,'I" transaction time, valid or 

set mobility: Whether objects move, or the region of "'0'1-,,, .. ,,,,,'1" ",j"""'L5'"'0, 

(e.g. a ship at different locations vs. varying seismic activity 

update: Can made for any object at 
to be bulk-loaded, or have to be 

III approximation: bounding 

III Handling of obsolete on 
media (only applicable to 

III query processing or not (e.g. or 
nearest-neighbour queries). 

to this classification library described in chapter 5 and 
presented here can be as follows: 

III points as well as some are supported. 

III valid time is 

III data set is fully 

III Updates are done chronologically moving objects are only bymoveO). 

III Minimum Bounding VU;L"h"''''' are used for approximation. 

III No purging of obsolete entries is supported at present. 

and nearest-neighbour operations are available. 

database or 
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6.4 

The indexing 
spatial and 
appropriate 

chosen for using separate 
or spatial, 

An interface was designed as a that can be implemented by any type of 
index Moving class had some additional facilities the management 

moving 
the optimisation 

by calling a single 

ect.addIndex 
any index Da:ssea 

movingSpatialObject. 
adds a spatial index 

of adding lU\.LH,"'" 

was and some exlpe]~ln:lenMt 
InTima to Moving 

lTT£ .... "".'T conditions. 

to the 

to 

a object. In 
and spatial uu.u,,-,',o 

can added to a 
place transparently. 

object. 

spatial object. 

inverse refierenCflS 
to InTima 
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hapter 7 

xperimentation 

\"l1(HJ~'''J. is to into the current usability the classes 
Im]plelrIleJlt the spatiotemporal This entails both how it is to use 

library and the code performs. The experiment presented here describes 
,",vA."';;",",,"," of users of the code gives qualitative rather 

the scope of this Other ex}:)erIments 
forward pertaining to times 

briefly illustrates some components that were during development for 
correctness. 

7.1 Developed for Verifying Correctness 

A were created for visually the data held 
objects. purpose of components mainly 

creating test (e.g. to complex interactively) and also to 
of the output of operations during development. 

7.1 shows window drawn by TestArea 
be drawn on this window, selected, turned into 
the move button. This 
For when the contains 0 method of Region was 
visually checking results method on screen. A 
",u,-,nu"1"> the button labeled Region, and then on the background to position 

"""''''J'''~Cl (the is automatically drawn as a closed shape). in a similar way 
a point is placed either or outside Query calls a method 
named 0, which case would of region. 
on the status Thus Query, word true or false 
aeJ)enOlI1lg on the contains the 
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Figure 7.1: A 

spatial 

Another GUI 
7.2. 

Figure 

object used for 

select 
(e.g. 

a way that 

A Slider window 

drawing and displaying spatial 

Slider, an of which appears in 
""'L"'...,L"'".1 time periods on a time line. 

it is linked with 

selecting and \.ui:lI.1J.(J~.y periods. 

For example a ......... Lun that was drawn would be selected, and 
the would be changed a moving 
The method, in case containing a 

(myTime); 
the moving object's 

components 

tools were throughout the of and found 
extremely useful. Although it was not original intention to the LUVUV. 

display (as these are likely to be application-specific), it should 
developers to test applications built the library. 
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GUI, it was 
so that queries 

of the library was 'VAC:w.l1U.':;;U 

applied it in a similar I)Ua,I).V-H. In the following 
a number of experiments are outlined that were Tn"",,,,,, at testing the overall usability 

performance of 

7.. Usability 

was important to some measure of the ease use of the library 
chapter 5. One of the main of this thesis was a package or 
would be useful for developing spatiotemporal using a persistent 

"",,",,,,,vu describes an experiment that was aimed at 
and easy enough use the development 

1 Background 

Experiments for testing usability usually involve participants and can a !lUlU-v'"'' 

ffa .. ant- forms [Nie93]. is the "Question-asking protocol" where users are 
re8iDonu to particular while they are a product, or the 

where users can verbalise their about good or bad 
the Alternatively such can be structured around 

UUUH.t; which the users U';::''-Ui::JO 

experimental application. 
which is a time-consuming 
approaches would have 

focus groups and 

7.2 

to measure their DrC)UUlClillVn:;V 

varying levels of 

this n"VT'''''''vn,,,,, 

and thus the 

the Experiment 

HUJ.1.lU'IJ" oft asks that were set up order 
students the had 

object-oriented pr()gr;ammlng, and competencies. 

• Student A was an undergraduate; an ex1;relneilv good programmer been 
working with since an early had a great experience in 
object-oriented programming. 
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l1li Student was another not experienced program-
but with a methodical approach to designing prc)gr.am,s. 

l1li programmer, but he was a and had been 
eX1Dm;ea to more work than the other two. 

spatiotemporal 
were a problem was a simplified 

of the specification 
[SVZ98J (see appendix A). 

ocean-going research vessels. 

by the South African Institute 
,-,,,u,,un,,,,,, the design of an keeping 

vessels would move across demarcated L<Oj;<;.lV .. ." 

data about water T0T1nnLlt'",1'11 salinity, fish larvae, levels, etc. There 
other "moving" measuring the strength and direction of sea currents. 

current meters were plC,Kea up by research vessels and moved to other locations. 
initial phase no hint of model or any 

of the designs 
requirement was a number of queries 

were spatiotemporal 

A short second phase was them to familiarise spatiotem-
model and to ensure they were not confused about how use it correctly. 

of this phase they were some material to the original 
by Giiting et al that a detailed definition model, as well 

as a preliminary version 5 this thesis, and some illustrative examples like 
section 4.5. After them to study the material over three days, they were 

the B. This they showed 
command the "query could correctly construct 

using the operations them to create a 
a moving object, 

moving object. object 
" ....... 1:,,, .... along with They had to an "u,,,,, .... ,«,,,,,«u ... 

ectoryO method as well, test new class with some random data. All 
the in phase two were brief, and they were at the students 

third and final phase. 

three had exactly the same problem description as 
were now to a approach. They to 

re-create the application the SFRI, however 
model. phases 

time they spent on each AV01"I'1<'O 

particularly difficult or 
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7.2.3 

Phase I 

A ""'''''''F.'''U to create quite a design which included a superc1ass for moving 
and a for position) pairs similar to the spatiotemporal 

model). He to create operations for design. He 
mentioned that in 
although no 

was 

were given. 
contains one method for each 

method runs that specific query. This is similar to 

on 
the 9 required 
approach that 

Student B done by far more others, but her inexperience 
with object-oriented programming slower. she had 

34 on initial do a re-designs 
(in one case, example, she to incorporate final ships 
represented as SeaObjects on a 2-dimensional grid which was implemented as 
a two-dimensional array of which index positions the array the x and 
y sea in array had a 
attribute. 

Student C uvC"F.L.LvU framework of 
(time, position) called Data, such objects were grouped 
to represent the histories of objects (similar, in principle, to 
InTime spatiotemporal model) He had a Reader class 

ona 
way in 

However his class was only a \"VLJLl>U.U'V. 

dataConditionRangeO, datalnAreaO), 

collections 

operations 
separately, 
object and 

applied to the objects (i.e. a Reader does not .. .,,, ... 0,"'0..,+ a moving 

Phase II 

correctly 
candidates 
the methods 

operations do not Reader He failed to the exact 
uU.,l""""'U it 26 and 

1:Oo.\,.uu,}", period, none of the three candidates 
of them 

Inl;en~SLlllll! phenomenon was that two of 
some of answers rather 
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of object-oriented 
AUv"UU'U (operation) did 

£1",,,, .. ,,,,,,,, easy, once they 
iotemporalType. 

what 

students felt that names of were not always "";"L-v.Af.JJl(NU.(NuIJJ. 

could deftimeO and atO). 

was with designing subclass 
mPoint. operation was easy students completed 

without problems. students Band C in particular difficulty adding 
the number attribute which with the of point. They 
were sure to add a attribute to each InTima in the history (i.e. 
a subclass InTima), or whether to add an attribute of type mInt to moving 
class (see 7.3). 

mInt 

7 8 8 10 

Students were uncertain about which approach to adopt 
to 

When this problem presented itself, the candidates were advised to try more than one 
and see the were with each. concluded in 

t.PTWl'l.rl1!'l that to the attribute as 
an additional moving UU.JlUV'v~ .... u.' ..... u;::, numbers 

'-'J""'~"UJl5 InT ime of Figure 7.3 was 

Phase 

total of source produced each 
portion of the code produced in phase I was 70%, 
C reason 

that were already 
to spend any time on a 
routines for selecting a particular . 
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for they only to call in the The students 
to use Java runtime environment developed at 'LUI""""'''''''' 

their objects persist. 

Student had finished this 

III Period 
constructing time 
an instant). 

________ .-__ a constructor 

""."vuu would be useful for 

B in excess of hours to complete as many queries as possible. 
She struggled with debugging her and did not finish examples in time. Some 
of the problems she encountered was U"'<NUL"EI with NullPointerExceptions and incorrect 
results from it to 

roots were 
feature she had difficulty understanding. 

- a language 

Student C his Reader approach as he 
designed it to from Moving the ",n".'TlI'TD'rn 

is nothing fundamentally wrong with class as an intermediate 
between Moving superclass and the subclass, but it not serve a clear 
purpose in the design. time spent on this was recorded, however 
he the "'\TO, .. "",o 

7.2.4 Conclusions 

From observations throughout the UUJ'UU5 of the experiment the following 
conclusions were 

alleviate a prClgrctmlner 
on designing frameworks for spatiotemporal applications; in our experience tlVl"\tlr,_ 

mentation is halved as a It also to significant reductions 
amount of code needs to produced. 

.. The code using the model was 
structure and readability, compared to 
"",.''''-UUH''!'> the code the previous 

of better quality because it had improved 
written without the modeL When 
project [SVZ98] it was found that 

", ... , •• u •• to tables the The 
methods (much 

written in phase I) of which sections were duplicated that lacked potential 
to be methods returned of values on which no further operations 
are available. When using the model, the programmer is led to think of queries in 
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operations on objects, 
mechanism. 

have better pOl;elllGlal for reuse through the 

• Although is a curve involved using model, the 
are intuitive and it takes a time to learn how to use the package. 

• Programmers that use the model the model 
HU"''''Ci:) use of as 
any 

language, timing 
of using the model, and Student C did submit com-

most useful results were produced by student A. 
~% ~e 

main observations made from group discussions were: 

• None of the students were able to 
student found it necessary to '"'''''''UE,''' 

v.v,,~r.~'''' generic in phase LEach 
once to accommodate 

more 

'->.";;'><5 •• 0 of the in the .uvu". 

• Students 
familiarize VU'VOvU 

more time. 

that the model is relatively 

pn:~teraDJle to write 
API - even though 

than to 

• in the spatiotemporal include some integrity checks (e.g. 
periods in the history an object not overlap) were not uuJ"'."' .... '-,,~ .... u 

the students in their implementation which would have 
to do. 

• not at first, are a different aPl)rO,aClles 
adding changing attributes to moving objects. 

approach is better was resolved by various alternatives. 

though the size of OV'l".oY'l1'1n,ont was very small, it was .::,. .. lAHAi 

that it demonstrated usability ease of '''''''''''''''5 the and showed 
productivity code quality benefits can be expected. to study was 
therefore performance. 
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7 .. 3 Measuring Query Times Objects of Varying 

aim determine of objects could efficiently be 
..,,""',"''''''' described in chapter 5. It also aimed at determining 

indices on querying 

There are two factors that determine the size of a 
One is the of its history, how many InTime components 

other is spatial complexity - how many and it 

7.3.1 of the Experiment 

For this experiment, objects were created with history sizes of 200, 1000, and 5000 
components, consisting 10, 50 and 250 vertices. This nine possibilities in 
total, where would vertices and a of 200, the 
largest would a history 5000 Table The 
choice of numbers was motivated by nn.,a"""<lT,nn 

tests done to certain To put the 
perspective, 10 vertices can be used to represent 10 points, 5 or 2 pentagons. 
systems, may be represented as polygons with 4 to 20 vertices while may 
consist of 1250000 would therefore 

an GIS """lroTn 

Vertices 
250 
50000 
250000 
1250000 

Table 7.1: total of vertices this eXI)er:lmEmt. 

were randomly created with n vertices (n E {10, 50, 250}) 
over a square area IOn. objects were persistent and accessed from a persistent 
store. The experiment was run on a SUN with a 440 UltraSPARC CPU, 
2MB 640MB EDO 8. 

query were run on each nine of 
count. spatial and temporal queries were kept because 

queries are built up as combinations of spatial and temporal operations, 
for example 
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MovingSpatial ms ::::: myObject.at 

is a spatiotemporal the moving in terms of some spatial 
further it based on some temporal value. the object may 

or it can only be used by the operation in the query, 
operation and returns a new object without indices. The next 

operation is called on the new object which returns yet another new object without any 
indices so forth. Thus the choice which to first is 

it would depend on the speed of "n£'1""1",,, ... 

recorded of "'V""'UN' 

7 .3.2 Results 

in results 
objects (a log was on the 

indicates query without any the short-dotted 

differently 
solid 

shows a temporal index 
used the long-dotted line shows a spatial index used. was 

MovingSpatial ms testObject.at(Xregion); 

where fills 

a 
approximations, whereas an expensive 

objects with no index. temporal index 
is not however does seem to 
times for may the 
disk blocks an object with a temporal index spans. Spatial queries on 

histories are affected by temporal indices. 

The following temporal query was used to obtain the results illustrated in 7.5: 

ms ::::: .atPeriod(Xtime); 

where Xtime is a random Period covers at least the total time range of 
moving object's history. this case the spatial index is not used the atPeriodO 

therefore have effect. Results 7.5 show that 
temporal AU"",-,,o 

objects because 
like process scheduling the a 
time scale is than 1 00 milliseconds). 
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100000 

10000 

1000 

100 

10 

none 
spatia! 

temporal 

200:50 200;250 1000:10 1000:50 1000:250 5000:10 5000:50 5000:250 
History size: Number of vertl""s 

7.4: of a purely query on spatiotemporal objects 
(number of movements: number of vertices). 

II) 
'C c: 
8 
J 
:i 

10000 none 
spatial 

temporal 

1000 

100 

10 

1~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~L-__ L-__ ~ __ ~ 

200;10 200:50 200;250 1000:10 1000:501000:250 5000:10 5000:50 5000:250 
Hislory size Number 01 vertices 

varying 

7.5: query on objects varying 

7.3.3 Weighing Up Cost Benefit of Indices 

v'-', .... ,F,," space and insertions 
run 7 

a new store ,",V.U.",",UJlUL.5 

creatE!Cl on the objects each and the creation 
out over 7 runs. 7.6 

for temporal indices. 

In a separate experiment a number of moving spatial objects consisting of 4 vertices were 
created and moved between 10 and 5000 (Le. histories contained 10, 25, 
100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, and 5000 Two queries to 

ones above, one were run once with an 
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14000 ,.--,---,----,---.,....---,----,..---,r------. 
Average ove' 7 runs --

12000 

10000 

4000 

2000 

oc=~==~--~~--~--~~--~ 
200;10 200:50 200;250 1000:10 1000;501000:2505000:10 5000:50 5000;250 

time 

2000 

i!! 1500 

j 
:g 1000 

500 

Figure 7.7: Average time 

History size: Number of vertices 

Average over 7 runs 

200:250 1000:10 1000:50 1000;2505000;10 5000;505000;250 

History size: Numbe, 01 vertices 

creating temporal ill\'U'-~;i:I objects different 

once without. The aim was to determine history a 
particular index to become viable. results shown Figures and 
objects with as as 20-25 InTime-s in their history, have faster times resulting 
from index usage. 

Conclusions 

number 
it ",-,< .. vu ... query times. a history 
5000 have acceptable if they contain a spatial index. 

are and are not by the number 
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nFigure 7.8: 

Figure 7.9: 

of vertices of an 
unacceptable if an 

is not "'''''V'''J.Y 

l~Or-~~=·~~~-'~i~rul~~~_-~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
no spruiallndex ~~---

1000 

10 

10 100 .000 10000 
Hstory m (number of intimes) 

query times of with and without a 

1000 

10 

10 100 1000 10000 
Hl,'my!llza ( ..... bM 01 intimas) 

query times of with and without a 

index. 

index. 

rather by its history Also, temporal query times be(:OIIle 
history contains 5000 InTime components and a temporal 

creation are significantly temporal ""\"U"'~;i:) 
Creating a spatial on a history index on a 
smaller than 5000 less than 3 On an object history >= 5000 it is 

faster to both build a temporal index and run a temporal query on it, than 
query with no Therefore, temporal is faster 

index a general rule for spatiotemporal queries is that 
index used first if both are available (Le. a query should take the 

.atO .atPeriodO than .atO), so that a temporal index can 
built on the Interrne(llate 
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Experiment Comparing a 
and a 2D R*-tree & 

experiment was carried out to compare two 
am}ro:acn uses a two-dimensional as a "'V''"'uu"" 

index (as was the situation in section 7.3.3). 
for reasons explained in section 6.2. The other 

time is 

7.4.1 Design of the 

As mentioned in chapter 6, an 
multiple moving objects. 
the effectiveness of indices on a 
investigating indexing of at least 50 

Approach 
Approach 

over a moving object or over 
into two parts, one that measured 

and the other 
of 1000. 

Four different time periods were namely the whole period for 
objects were defined, a long period the whole period), a medium 
(40%) and a short period (10%). i'idi""1"01ni" spatial regions were used, 
the entire region in which objects rn .... "","" that is thin and rectangular 
stretches from the top of the area to the nn1".T.nlm a region that is flat and QT1".aT£'iI'lDC' 

from left to right, and a small the middle of the area. Every combination of 
region and period was used, combination involving both the entire period 
and entire area, because return the test space. The query regions in 
space and time are 7. 

J.C~.lUIJ.'::> in RDltCe:-Lrme used in the 
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During ten successive runs, objects were created and placed in a persistent store, 
...... ,,'"""" were added before running queries a program. The query was 
answered is 

all objects x T" 

although the code it was expressed differently for two indexing approaches. 

7 .4.2 Results 

The of the runs were and are 
shows the query times in milliseconds for the single 
acceptable, but the most often performed 

and results in the top row of table show 
is because it is a query (Le. 

done using only B+ -tree. 

were 
2D, 

Table 7.2: Comparison spatiotemporal query times milliseconds) between a 3D 
and a 2D R"'-tree + B+-tree over a single moving object. 

holds the over multiple this 
an index to involves more computation, the " ...... "'.0 
return InTima objects section and the Moving objects containing 
be located in an additional step. This extra sifting was not very vBJl,-L"a.L 

(using linear search) and more costly as queries returned more InTimas. 

The separate indices once did better than the 
(top row), but it 

reason is that the 
objects returned both spatial and temporal indices, keeping 
in both The more InTimas there are, the longer this 
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high 

small 

Table 7.3: spatiotemporal query (in milliseconds) hOtUl0€>1' a 3D 
R* -tree + B+ -tree over multiple moving objects. 

7.4.3 Conclusions 

The separate-index approach needs to be made more efficient as 
to the 3D A way to be found avoid an in 

that involve compositions of several spatial and temporal operations, where 
UCc:esslve operations rely on indices efficiency. solution be to 

reconstruct indices on objects return - but viability of such a 
technique needs to be explored. Although the workloads in this OV'''''''''IY1nL'YI 

were purely synthetic, objective was to show the relative performance of H1\.U"'~"" 
query regions of different and sizes. 

7.5 Summary 

chapter the aUI that were for \JU\,,,n.lU,, 

correct results. Although they were not initially intended to 
they may be useful for that use the spatiotemporal ,-u .. ",,, .... Q. 

usability experiment showed that model is easy understand and 
use. structure it gives to spatiotemporal applications seem to result in better quality 

however the programmer to be in programming 
techniques as polymorphism. 

effect on its size, 
it The 

have a positive uUlJa,vu 

with over 

overhead maintaining an was found to be 
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\'V"-"H".U~A approach was found to be 
objects created in 

n"'TnT""'''' containing as few as 
data were .... Vl'UIJ.GU.;:;u,. 

c£>r"' ... · ... 1"o 01-'<""><." and temporal Ln,-,.H. .. ,-,o. 

many cases, partly due to 
of composite queries are not "'''''<'''''''''U 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

8.1 Summary 

Spatiotemporal databases are a relatively new phenomenon that started gaining attention 
only during the past decade. Temporal databases and spatial databases have however 
been around for much longer, and the technologies developed in these two separate fields 
are extensively applied within spatiotemporal systems. In chapter 2 some background 
was given on spatial and temporal databases, and a few existing spatiotemporal models 
that aim to unify the spatial and temporal domains were outlined. 

The particular spatiotemporal model that was used in this thesis was designed as part of 
the Chorochronos research project [Chr96]. The design goals of this model were to achieve 
closure and consistency, and to make the model expressive, yet simple and powerful. 
It consists of a small number of data types, which are well-defined, and a number of 
operations that are defined on those types. Using the model is uncomplicated and there 
are no special cases where, for example, some operations are used in an inconsistent way, 
or deliver unexpected results. Because of this, and because the number of types and 
operations have been kept low, the model is easy to understand and learn. Our own 
experiments and use of the model confirmed this. The model can be applied to any 
type of spatiotemporal data (i.e. not only in GIS systems), since it does not contain any 
domain-specific data types. 

All of the data types of the model, as well as a representative set of operations, were 
implemented and packaged into a library of Persistent Java classes. The package also 
has an indexing mechanism built in, which operates through a well-defined and general 
interface. This allows any type of indexing structure to be used to index and look up 
moving objects efficiently. With many more spatiotemporal indices that are expected to 
be developed in the near future, such a general interface would be useful for comparing 
the performance of various indexing approaches. 
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library was used 
which was 

without the 
application 

both productivity 

a prototype application for the Fisheries Research 
t"l'Ilnn!'> .. ",rI with an implementation that used Persistent 

In students implemented a similar 
the library. 

the 

.2 Thesis Contribution 

degree to thesis has 
in the introduction are addressed 

What is needed for a library that can aid the rapid development of persistent 
spatiotemporal applications? 

K"'TI'I"'" considering 
finding a suitable spatiotemporal ~UVU'-'L 

that has complete, definitions of 
for dealing with spatiotemporal 
contains a set of object '-'LU';""'-'O 

complex Having identified 
was found that operations 

it is a COIltlIlUO 

formulation of a 
were created as a 
that a strong 
[Eck98J it is often 

library process contains a closed set of 
(owing to which means that data type generated 

by library is contained in the an indexing 
which ensures that an acceptable level can be HL<A'U"' .... ,u ......... 

and are means that eXl,enUlIlll! 

done with ease objects are the ver'.,e}(-e(u!;e 
types enables moving spatial objects to shape throughout 

the use of object-oriented features such as inheritance and 
design could enhanced the total size of 

.......... ,n .... f:,"" (in 

a minimal amount (such as ArrayList 
class library is more manageable for future updates. 
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developers 

How does 
trade-offs in 

language 
not have to deal with 

to productivity and are there any 

itself to reduced development the programmer does 
such as memory management, thus more time can devoted 
designs. has strong checking rules are en-

forced through an exception mechanism, which guides the 
mer well towards robust code. is declared as objects 

which where and 
individual multiple 
(which proved to when we couldn't inherit from 
Point class), but is compensated to some degree by 
specific structures can be imposed on ,-UJi""",'''. 

provides Type .U.U,U\lUL\.,u, 

generalised 

exclude it does hold additional 
feature of objects with ability to the of a 
program. This comes at practically no additional for the programmer. There 
is no distinction persistent non-persistent objects, and the code written 

persistent can also run on virtual When the virtual 
all and 

maintain 
decomposed 

,""",,.<h'",",U by the in any way when moved between storage 
memory. 

Java 
finally made 
it was found to 

the development the spatiotemporalHbrary was with the 
Environment, classes required no alteration 

Although makes 
somewhat of a learning curve. versions of require 

files are not always for a first-time user. 
the way in which objects are the persistent store is not 

an object's 
moving objects). 
number of disk 
designer. 

it is not possible to effect 
(for example 
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The 

How 
tion? 

a library facilitate process building a spatiotemporal applica-

I..I""\,,-"'Ul"'" guides the design of applications so that 
U;""""'JA only needs to consider what stored as moving types, 

be stored. We also found the spatiotemporal vUllO"',,, 
and quality of code in a spatiotemporal application. The need for 

was clear in the VIBES project where a great deal of time was 
UvOA5uU'5 structures that hold The class package 

lacked and has little potential to be used 

own structure, unlike a J.", •• (N~"ULL<'" U''''''(J..Va.<,,,, 

is into normalised relations. It is 
structure for organising data because if that can facilitated, then using 
holds a advantage over other sec:onaaI methods. 

forms a super-structure of ""<4<>0,,0 that application-specific 
from, it is more likely that the application can be reused in future. 

been built can therefore easily be 

8.3 Future Work 

is designed to encapsulate temporal operations, 
lIHll1<:'JlU6 the complete set is a this thesis all the types as 

sample of the operations were implemented on order to '-'~'''UA'''''''' 
library. The remaining that have not been implemented 

'lifted' operations on Adding those methods would 
continuing work on the Some operations 

implementations, such as Region, which only 
bounding box of a methods can be implemented 

UUJlOU,,-,a.'J<JU algorithms, for can be used in area 0 . 
o 

It also make sense to modify ,-~al<OO";" to handle 3-dimensional 
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are applications that deal information. 
is not to add the extra dimension, U\;;\.,a.u,,\;; would only 

COIDrClm:a.te to the Point class. with handling 3 dimensions 

Because not many commercial applications have using persistent languages, 
valuable may be gained from appw:;al;lOIlS that use real spatiotemporal 
data (as was the intention of [SVZ98]). It would particularly interesting to measure 
the by which the use of the ST package the development process. Such 
projects also provide suitable testing IJ'""VA-V", future spatiotemporal indexing 

be available at 
UOlnl15iSlon of this 

evoges/ST / for a 
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Appendix A 

hase I: SFRI problem description 

South African of data 
number of research in a such a way 
some complex queries can be answered efficiently. Your task is to U",,,'&J.L such a database, 

on the detailed explanation of below. 

1 Research Vessels 

research 

• a name 

• a unique va.!,''''r;,u 

• number of crew on 

• top cruising 

Depending on the 
on one of two " 

L the 

fleet has the 

"VL224") 

on board a 

a the ship 

• water telnD~era,tUl:e 

• salinity, 

• the number of fish larvae for a 

information: 

for a specific 

regIOn, 

I 

the vessel can 
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• and and rp,"T"n,n of sea current. 

2. the instrumentation on board will measure 

• 
• incident 

• as well as of the ocean 

may be of some what a ship given 

A.2 SARP 

regions demarcated in the ocean as "SARP" " .... ,v .. ". These are areas 
where measurements been taken consistently over a period in time. 
defined by minimum and lattitude values which 
These can change at any time. which 

A.3 

its measurements associated with that 
region. 

Current Meters 

SARP region is 
a rectangle. 

a SARP 
time 

A has been for the and sea 
some point in the ocean. This is not same as equipment used on ships to measure 
currents, but it records same type of data. These can be up by any 
at any time, dropped at some location. course, whenever a current 
meter is moved, information must 

A.4 Satellite Images 

Satellite images 
times day. 
These !lU(l,ll'."O 

entire region are captured by orbiting "'''"vo;; ... v'"'" at different, random 
image together with its timestamp must be in the ua'"""",'"""" 

to between visual 

II 
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A.5 Queries 

The following are typical "A"""U.~/L"C that need to be answered by 

• When was the ship "Winterberg" inside SARP region X4? 

• What was the 
inside SARP 

temperature recorded by the vessel " 

• Has SARP X6 

• During which periods was current meter C4 in transit? 

• Find the sea currents in SARP area 

• What is the .... A"A,""",,, for a vessel called " 
currentmeter 

• Find all the that were available during January on 
counts of more than 100 were rn<'''",,'Il1'',,'rI 

• How many "SeaFlower" change profiles 1997? 

while it was 

to the 

when larvae 

• When where two profile "A" ships in SARP ",,,,,..,,£,,u X3 ? 
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Appendix 

hase II: S Model xercise Sheet 

B.l ST Model Queries 

is a (mp), an 
moving randomly, in space. names 

down quries that would answer the following 

was mr at time 

I.IIl "When was mr exactly 5 away mp?" 

I.IIl " mp intersect ml before it 

mp mr while its area was greater than 30 units?" 

I.IIl "Was mp inside mr while area was d.e(~re;lSlIua 

What would the return type of the following be? 

ml.at(mr) 

B.2 Using the Model 

(mr) 
Write 

a new subclass of the mPoint class, add a method trajectoryO to 
it. method should return a Line which represents route that moving point 
followed. 
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Also add an additional attribute caned number to your class, of type into 

Use the TestArea class to generate some test data, and add some randomly changing 
values to an instance of your new class. 

Test your trajectory method, and try to find different ways of answering the query "Where 
was the moving 'thing' when its number attribute increased by more than 5 units?" 
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